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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
From 2009 through to 2013, the Township of Killaloe, Hagarty, and Richards initiated and conducted a
Municipal Solid Waste Management Strategic Plan project in order to establish a long-term (20-year)
solution for managing solid waste generated within municipal borders, which was both economicallyfeasible and environmentally-responsible.
As part of the project, the municipality reviewed in considerable detail the potential alternatives solutions to
the undertaking. Significant efforts in public consultation were expended by the Township of Killaloe,
Hagarty, and Richards, including five (5) public consultation events, the establishment of a public liaison
committee, and ratepayer questionnaires.

Based on input from the public, the potential alternative

solutions to the undertaking that required additional review as part of the Municipal Solid Waste
Management Strategic Plan included waste diversion, waste landfilling, waste export, and waste
incineration.
As part of the general work plan, extensive feasibility studies to review the inventory and evaluation of the
potential alternative solutions to the undertaking, including cultural heritage assessments, natural heritage
assessments, hydrogeological assessments, existing site utilization assessments, and economic
assessments, were conducted by the municipality. Based on the results of the general work plan review, a
detailed work plan was completed to review the top three (3) alternative solutions: Waste diversion, waste
landfilling, and waste export. The Township of Killaloe, Hagarty, and Richards concluded that the Preferred
Alternative that best fit the municipality’s long-term needs for waste management operations were waste
diversion and waste export.
Construction activities at both Round Lake and Killaloe sites commenced in summer and fall 2012. The
upgraded Blue Box recycling transfer station at the Round Lake Waste Disposal Site was completed in fall
2012, while the finalized construction and installation of the waste compaction equipment at the upgraded
waste transfer station at the Killaloe Waste Disposal Site was completed in spring 2013.

The grand

opening of the new waste transfer station at the Killaloe Waste Disposal Site was conducted on
August 21, 2013 and was attended by many important dignitaries, including the Ontario Minister of the
Environment Jim Bradley.
As of fall 2013, the implementation of the Municipal Solid Waste Management Strategic Plan was
considered complete by the Township.
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1. 0
1.1

INTRODUCTION
BACKGROUND AND MUNICIPAL INFORMATION

The Township is a small, rural, lower-tier municipality situated in eastern Ontario, in the County of Renfrew
(Figure 1 and 2). The Township was incorporated on July 1, 2000 following the amalgamation of the former
Township of Hagarty and Richards and the Village of Killaloe (Township, 2013). The largest settlement
areas in the Township are the villages of Killaloe and Round Lake Centre.

The Township is located

approximately two hundred and sixty (260) kilometres (km) northeast of Toronto, Ontario, and one hundred
and thirty (130) km west of Ottawa, Ontario (Figure 1; Google Earth, 2013). The total land area of the
Township

is

reportedly

three

hundred

and

ninety-five

(395)

square

kilometres

2

(km ;

Statistics Canada, 2013).
According to the Census Profile information from Statistics Canada, the population of the Township as of
2011 included 2,402 residents, which represented a 5.8 percent decrease from the previous Census in 2006
when the population was reportedly 2,550 (Statistics Canada, 2013).

The population density of the

2

Township is a reported 6.10 people per km . The total number of private dwellings within the Township in
2011 was 1,523 units, with 1,043 units occupied by usual (permanent) residents, and 480 seasonal
dwellings (i.e. cottages, cabins, etc.). Owing to the rural nature of the municipality, the Township faces
many challenges related to waste management.
Prior to 2013, the Killaloe Waste Disposal Site operated as the primary landfill for the Township, as
landfilling at the Township’s Round Lake and Red Rock Waste Disposal Sites ceased in 2003 and 2004,
respectfully. Mobile municipal solid waste and Blue Box recycling operations were established at the Round
Lake and Red Rock Waste Disposal Sites in order to service the ratepayers of the Township, whereby all
municipal solid waste managed at the mobile operations were transported to the Killaloe Waste Disposal
Site for disposal, and Blue Box recyclables were similarly transported to the Killaloe Waste Disposal Site for
management.
In 2009, the Township initiated a Municipal Solid Waste Management Strategic Plan (MSWMSP)
development project, in order to plan for future municipal waste management activities and develop a
Preferred Alternative for the Township and its ratepayers, with due consideration that the MSWMSP should
be both economically-feasible and environmentally-responsible.

The Township expended significant

resources in order to develop the MSWMSP, which included five (5) Public Consultation Events (PCEs),
establishment of a Public Liaison Committee (PLC), multiple technical studies, and design and construction
activities. As of 2013, the implementation of the MSWMSP was considered complete.
Greenview Environmental Management Limited was retained by the Township to provide a Summary Report
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of the MSWMSP project and associated work completed as part of the project from 2009 to 2013.
1.2

PURPOSE AND SCOPE

The purpose of the MSWMSP project was to review, identify, and recommend a cost-effective and
environmentally-responsible long-term solution for management of municipal solid waste and recyclables
generated within the Township of Killaloe, Hagarty, and Richards. The MSWMSP was initiated in 2009 due
to the limited remaining waste disposal capacity at the Killaloe Waste Disposal Site and the Township’s
commitment to maintain and/or increase the level of service with respect to waste management expected by
the ratepayers of the municipality.
The purpose of this Summary Report is to provide an overview of the activities conducted by the Township
as part of the evaluation, establishment and implementation of their MSWMSP from 2009 to 2013.
This Summary Report is intended to be a high-level review of the activities completed by the Township, and
includes the following sections:


Section 1.0 - Introduction.



Section 2.0 - Identification of the Problem and Alterative Solutions.



Section 3.0 - Public Consultation Approach.



Section 4.0 - Inventory and Evaluation of the Alternative Solutions.



Section 5.0 - The Preferred Alternative.



Section 6.0 - Summary.
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2. 0

IDENTIFICATION OF THE PROBLEM AND ALTERATIVE SOLUTIONS

This section of the Summary Report presents the problem statement for the MSWMSP project and identifies
the alternative solutions considered for the undertaking.
2.1

PROBLEM STATEMENT

As the Killaloe Waste Disposal Site was identified to have limited residual waste disposal capacity as of
2009, estimated at three (3) years, the Township required a long-term (20-year) solution for managing solid
waste generated within municipal borders, that was both economically-feasible and environmentallyresponsible.
Based on the Township’s requirement for a long-term (20-year) solution for municipal solid waste
management, a general work plan was developed and implemented in order to determine the alternative
solutions to the undertaking.
2.2

PUBLIC CONSULTATION

As part of the undertaking, considerable public consultation efforts were exercised by the Township
including multiple PCEs and the establishment of a PCL. The public consultations were utilized to help
determine the MSWMSP project’s alternative solutions to the undertaking.
Details of the public consultation efforts are discussed in Section 3.0 - Public Consultation Approach of this
Summary Report.
2.3

GENERAL WORK PLAN FOR THE UNDERTAKING

The purpose of the general work plan was to:


Undertake a background study of the environment (baseline).



Complete a feasibility review of the project alternatives and options.



Screen the alternatives/options to those that are feasible for further consideration.



Identify what the key aspects of the alternatives/options are for further consideration.

The scope of the general work plan included the preliminary background studies of the environment
including:
1. Determination and validation of baseline waste generation information.
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2. Cultural assessment of the Killaloe and Round Lake Waste Disposal Sites and surrounding areas, in
accordance with provincial requirements (The Central Archaeology Group Inc., 2010).
3. Natural heritage assessment of the Killaloe and Round Lake Waste Disposal Sites and surrounding
areas, in accordance with provincial requirements (Snider’s Ecological Services, 2010).
4. Hydrogeological assessment and waste disposal feasibility of the Killaloe and Round Lake Waste
Disposal Sites and surrounding areas (Golder, 2010).
5. Economic modelling for project capital and operating requirements.
A summary of the preliminary background studies of the environment for the undertaking are discussed in
Section 4.0 of this Summary Report.
Based on the results of the general work plan, the following alternative solutions to the undertaking were
developed for consideration by the Township as part of the MSWMSP project.
2.4

ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS TO THE UNDERTAKING

The five (5) alternatives to the undertaking identified for consideration were as follows:
2.4.1

WASTE DIVERSION

The Waste Diversion alternative included the utilization of the “3-R’s” (Reduce, Recycle, and Reuse) in an
effort to maximize diversion to the most feasible extent possible within the Township.
2.4.2

WASTE LANDFILL

The Waste Landfill alternative included waste disposal capacity expansion at the Killaloe Waste Disposal
Site and/or waste disposal capacity utilization at the Round Lake Waste Disposal Site, in addition to
utilization of remaining capacity at the Red Rock Waste Disposal Site.
2.4.3

WASTE EXPORT

The Waste Export alternative included the transport of waste outside of municipal borders to an approved
waste disposal facility, including either the Ottawa Valley Waste Recovery Centre (OVWRC) in Pembroke,
Ontario and/or Lafleche Environmental Inc. in Moose Creek, Ontario.
2.4.4

WASTE INCINERATION

The Waste Incineration alternative included the consideration of a private and/or public waste incineration
facility for management of solid waste.
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2.4.5

DO NOTHING

The Do Nothing alternative assumed that current operations would continue within the Township without a
consideration for future operations.

The Do Nothing alternative was not considered viable, and was

included to serve as a “control alternative”.
A detailed review of the alternative solutions to the undertaking are included in Section 4.0 of this Summary
Report.
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3. 0

PUBLIC CONSULTATION APPROACH

The following sections present the public consultation approach for the determination of alternative solutions
to the undertaking. Slideshow summaries detailing the information disseminated at each PCE are included
in Appendix A of this report.
3.1

PUBLIC CONSULTATION OVERVIEW

The Township conducted five (5) PCEs between 2009 and 2011 in order to gather input from Township
ratepayers for the development of the MSWMSP. The objective of the PCEs were to identify and review the
problem (opportunity) facing the Township, the alternative solutions to the undertaking, and the next steps
for the MSWMSP. The establishment of a PLC was also an important element which developed out of the
PCEs.
The PCEs were mediated by the Township’s consultant Greenview Environmental Management Limited
(Greenview), with Township assistance. As part of the PCEs, ratepayer questionnaires were developed and
used to gauge the public’s position with respect to future waste management alternatives in the Township.
Copies of the Questionnaire Summaries related to the MSWMSP are included in Appendix B of this report.
The following sections are intended to be a high-level review of each PCE event held between August 2009
and November 2011 as part of the Township’s MSWMSP project.
3.2

PUBLIC CONSULTATION EVENT NO. 1

The first PCE was held on August 8, 2009 at the Killaloe Lions Hall in Killaloe, Ontario (Appendix A). The
objective of the first PCE was to review the existing waste management status of the Township, identify the
problem (opportunity), identify possible alternatives to the undertaking, and next steps for the project. Over
sixty (60) participants participated in the first PCE event on August 8, 2009.
It was identified that three waste sites were currently used to manage solid waste generated within the
Township; however, only one (Killaloe Waste Disposal Site) had approval to dispose of municipal waste
from the Ontario Ministry of the Environment (MOE). At the time, the diversion rate for the Township was at
approximately 33%, based on annual submissions to Waste Diversion Ontario. At both the Red Rock and
Round Lake Waste Disposal Sites, the disposal of waste on-site was not approved by the MOE, and
therefore operations at the two (2) municipal sites were mobile transfer operations for municipal waste and
Blue Box recycling. All waste and recycling collected at mobile operations at the Red Rock and Round Lake
Waste Disposal Sites were transferred at the end of each operating day to the Killaloe Waste Disposal Site
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for management.
The problem (opportunity) was identified that the Township had limited waste disposal capacity at the
Killaloe Waste Disposal Site (approximately three [3] years) and that the Township required a long-term
solution for managing solid waste generated in the Township that was both economically-feasible and
environmentally-responsible.
The proposed alternatives to the undertaking, as discussed in Section 2.4 of this report, were identified as
waste diversion, waste landfill, waste export, waste incineration, and do nothing. It was discussed that
evaluation of each alternative must be thorough, reasonable, and defendable, and that public opinion and
support was considered a very important component of the development of the MSWMSP. As part of the
review of each proposed alternative, an assessment of the potential effects on the surface and groundwater,
land, natural environment, socio-economic environment, air and noise, and heritage and culture.
Additionally, as part of PCE No. 1, a questionnaire was distributed to attendees and the results of which is
included in Appendix B of this report. The same questionnaire was mailed to ratepayers of the Township in
August 2009.
3.3

PUBLIC CONSULTATION EVENT NO. 2

The second PCE was held on October 24, 2009 at the Killaloe Lions Hall in Killaloe, Ontario (Appendix A).
The objective of the second PCE was to review the objective of the MSWMSP, review the results of the
initial consultations, review the results of the preliminary studies conducted from August to October 2009,
and present a proposed work plan. Twenty-five (25) participants participated in the second PCE event on
October 24, 2009.
Further to the questionnaire that was mailed to Township ratepayers in August 2009, four hundred and
twenty-eight (428) completed questionnaires were received by the Township. Some important results from
the questionnaires included:


65% of respondents were permanent residents.



75% utilized the Killaloe Waste Disposal Site and 33% utilized the Round Lake Waste Disposal Site.



50% backyard compost.



33% participated in Municipal Hazardous and Special Waste (MHSW) event days.



81% participated in Blue Box program.
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14% engaged in Township’s organics program.



Only 22% of respondents who did not have curbside collection of Blue Box recyclables identified
that they would recycle more if curbside collection operations were expanded into their residential
area.



68% were not interested in paying for an enhanced recycling program.



Some interest in clear bags/bag limits to encourage diversion.



47% of respondents preferred existing waste site utilization and/or expansion.



40% preferred some form of incineration technology.



13% preferred waste exportation outside of the municipality.



11% preferred the development of a new landfill site in the Township.



75% of respondents identified water resources (groundwater, drinking water, surface water) as the
most sensitive in consideration the alternative solutions to the undertaking.



83% of respondents indicated that the services provided by the Township were sufficient for
respondent’s needs in respective areas of the Township.



68% indicated that the Township’s waste management services were sufficient overall in the
Township.

Based on the response from ratepayers relative to the PCEs and the questionnaire, it was determined that
there was considerable ratepayer interest in the development of the MSWMSP and that Township Council
was committed to working with the ratepayers in the formulation of the MSWMSP. Similarly, the general
work plan for the MSWMSP project and associated preliminary studies were developed consistent with the
comments from PCE No. 1 and feedback from the questionnaire.
The results of the pre-consultations completed between the Township and various branches and offices of
the MOE were discussed. The pre-consultations were completed in an effort to determine MOE approval
and Environmental Assessment Act requirements, information on incineration/thermal treatment
technologies, and to encourage an open and transparent planning process with the MOE.

The MOE

identified that their focus was on waste diversion as a primary objective for future waste management
planning.
Further to the alternative solutions to the undertaking, updates on alternatives were discussed at PCE No. 2
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including:


Waste Landfill – no specific work on this alternative had been completed at this time.



Waste Export – initial contact with potential service providers was completed.



Waste Incineration – initial contact with a potential service provider was completed.

Based on the alternative solutions to the undertaking review, it was determined that additional study should
be

completed

on

a

waste

diversion

program,

landfill

expansion/utilization/reclamation,

waste

incineration/thermal treatment, and waste export. In addition, a detailed economic assessment should be
completed for evaluation purposes and projected over the long-term planning horizon. The general work
plan timeline was proposed to occur from November 2009 to August 2010, with the results presented at
PCE No. 3 in August 2010.
3.4

PUBLIC CONSULTATION EVENT NO. 3

The third PCE was held on August 14, 2010 at the Killaloe Lions Hall in Killaloe, Ontario (Appendix A). The
objective of the third PCE was to present and discuss the results of the general work plan studies completed
between November 2009 and August 2010.
The purpose of the general work plan was to undertake a background study of the environment (baseline),
complete a feasibility review of the project alternatives and options, to screen the alternatives/options to
those that were feasible for further consideration, and to identify what the key aspects of the
alternatives/options were for further consideration.
The scope of the general work plan was to review the alternative solutions to the undertaking, including
waste diversion, waste landfill, waste export, and waste incineration. Additionally, the scope included a
detailed cost assessment to determine the economic feasibility of the alternation solutions.
Waste diversion focus items were identified as maximizing the 3 R’s (reduce/recycle/reuse), development of
a waste recycling strategy, integrate the waste recycling strategy as part of the MSWMSP, undertake an
overhaul of the Township’s diversion programs, review possible multi-municipal coordination of service
provider contracts, and promotion and education efforts. The ideal diversion rate target for the Township
was identified as 50%, and the utilization of division incentive tools like clear bags, bag tags, bag limits, and
increased curbside collection were discussed.
Waste landfill focus items were identified as either a capacity expansion at the Killaloe Waste Disposal Site
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or capacity utilization at the Round Lake Waste Disposal Site, for continued landfill operations for the twenty
(20) year planning period. Preliminary feasibility studies were undertaken to assess potential impacts on the
environment including, natural heritage, cultural heritage, hydrogeological, and economic reviews.
Waste export focused on the transfer of waste to an approved facility outside of the Township boundary, and
included two (2) potential service providers including the OVWRC, in Pembroke, Ontario and Lafleche
Environmental Inc., in Moose Creek, Ontario.

Key considerations of waste export were identified as

economics, service security/flexibility, and optimized operation scenarios (i.e. minimized handling,
centralized transfer facility, waste compaction, etc.).
Waste incineration focused on the potential for a Township facility, either Township-owned/operated or
privately-owned/operated, or export to a Municipally-owned/privately-owned facility. Key considerations of
waste incineration were identified as economics, operational constraints, transportation, and siting of a
facility versus export.
As part of the cost assessment to determine the economic feasibility of the alternative solutions, preliminary
cost assessments of the alternatives to the undertaking were completed. Based on the economic review, it
was determined that landfill expansion/utilization was the most inexpensive option for the Township,
followed by waste export. Waste incineration was determined to be 500 times more expensive than the
waste landfill option and more than 100 times more expensive than the waste export alternative. The waste
landfill option was identified to be capital intensive and that a land need assessment should be confirmed,
while the waste export option was noted to have significant transportation costs but would provide long-term
security based on the nature of agreement between the Township and the service provider.

The key

findings for the waste incineration option recognized that waste incineration is an unproven technology in
Ontario, would have significant capital costs, feedstock (waste) dependability issues, and would be more
appropriate for a larger municipality.
3.5

PUBLIC CONSULTATION EVENT NO. 4

The fourth PCE was held on August 6, 2011 in Round Lake, Ontario (Appendix A). The objective of the
fourth PCE was to present and discuss the results of the detailed work plan studies completed between
August 2010 and August 2011. The detailed work plan studies were undertaken by the Township as a
waste management working group/sub-committee, and considered waste diversion, waste landfill, and
waste export alternative solutions to the undertaking. Due to cost implications, unproven technologies, and
feedstock dependability issues related to the potential for the waste incineration alternative, it was not
reviewed further as part of the detailed work plan studies.
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The waste diversion alternative was determined to be an integral part of the plan, and as part of the detailed
work plan, the Township prepared a Waste Recycling Strategy in 2010, completed a diversion incentive
review including the consideration of increased bag tag cost, clear bags, bag limits and related options,
reviewed the potential for a multi-municipal approach to Blue Box recycling services, and utilized Continuous
Improvement Fund (CIF) support for Blue Box-related programs.
A detailed review of operational scenarios from the general work plan was completed by the Township, with
a focus on export to OVWRC and Lafleche Environmental Inc. The review included a needs assessment
and cost review for service provisions, including site amendments, upgrades, and any new infrastructure
required for waste export operations. The review focused on bagged waste only, as construction and
demolition (C&D) and bulky waste was proposed to be managed separately. The review considered new
and/or additional costs only, with no consideration of Blue Box recycling cost. The Killaloe Waste Disposal
Site was determined to be the ideal site for centralized waste transfer operations, while consideration of
future operations at the Round Lake and/or Red Rock Waste Disposal Sites were reviewed from the
perspective of either maintaining operations or discontinuation of services (no public service). Additional
review of MOE permitting and approvals requirements was also completed by the Township.
The economic models created as part of the general work plan were updated and amended to reflect the
detailed operational scenarios under review, detailed infrastructure needs, redefined waste quantities,
transportation costs, and projected values for annual assessments.
The following is a summary of the economic assessment completed in 2011 for waste export as part of the
detailed work plan:
Table 1: Detailed Work Plan Economic Assessment Results (2011)
Estimated Additional Cost
Per $100k Assessment
(2010)

Estimated Additional Cost
Per $100k Assessment
(2011)

Killaloe Site Lateral / Vertical Expansion

$50

$17

Killaloe Site Reclamation

$80

Not Calculated

Round Lake Site Utilization

$70

$27

OVWRC (Township Haulage)

$350

Not Calculated

OVWRC (Contracted Haulage)

$330

$177

Lafleche Environmental (Township Haulage)

$250

Not Calculated

Not Calculated

$32

Waste Management Alternative and Option
Landfill

Waste Export

Lafleche Environmental (Contracted Haulage)
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Waste Export (Killaloe Site Operational Only)
OVWRC (Contracted Haulage)

Not Calculated

$166

Lafleche Environmental (Contracted Haulage)

Not Calculated

$21

Based on the review, and assuming environmental impacts as low/negligible for both waste landfill and
waste export alternatives to the undertaking, it was determined that there were minimal differences in costs
between both options.
Following PCE No. 4, Township Council reviewed all aspects of the project and selected a Preferred
Alternative to the undertaking, for presentation at PCE No. 5.
3.6

PUBLIC CONSULTATION EVENT NO. 5

The fifth PCE was held on November 27, 2011 in Round Lake, Ontario (Appendix A). The objective of the
fifth PCE was to present the Preferred Alternative to the undertaking to the attendees of the PCE, as
determined by the Council of the Township.

It was presented that the Preferred Alternative to the

undertaking was waste diversion and waste export.
Waste diversion opportunities discussed at PCE No. 5 included maximizing opportunities to plan,
development and integrate diversion programs, to review the potential benefit of further diversion activities,
work towards long-range service security (including the potential for multi-municipal cooperation), focus on
Blue Box capture rate improvements, and to continue to provide a household organic waste diversion
program at municipal transfer stations.
Waste export opportunities discussed at PCE No. 5 included the export of bagged (i.e. household) waste
outside of the Township to an approved facility (i.e. Lafleche Environmental Inc.), improved user facilities at
the Killaloe and Round Lake Waste Disposal Sites, reduced service at the Red Rock Waste Disposal Site,
and the utilization of remaining landfill capacity within the Township for the disposal of C&D and bulky
waste.
Following the determination of the Preferred Alternative, the next steps in the MSWMSP project were
determined to be initiation of MOE consultations and review, development of an implementation plan,
detailed engineering and design activities, MOE permitting and approvals, and implementation.
Implementation of the Preferred Alternative at the Killaloe and Round Lake Waste Disposal Sites was
anticipated for spring/summer of 2012.
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3.7

ESTABLISHMENT OF PUBLIC LIAISON COMMITTEE

As part of the MSWMSP, the Township established a PLC consisting of members of the public, Township
Council, and Township staff. The PLC held several public meetings in 2010 to review aspects of the
MSWMSP, with a particular focus on the proposed alternative solutions to the undertaking. Four (4) specific
working meetings were conducted on May 17, June 22, July 13, and August 4, 2010 for the purpose of
disseminating information and establishment of lines of communication between the Township and its
ratepayers. The PLC was disbanded once the alternative solutions to the undertaking had been firmly
established and reviewed, and in advance of the Township’s determination of the Preferred Alternative in
November 2011.
3.8

PUBLICITY, NOTICES, AND PROJECT-RELATED IMAGES

A selected compilation of publicity, articles, update communications, notices, and photographs related to the
Township’s MSWMSP are included in Appendix C of this report.
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4. 0

INVENTORY AND EVALUATION OF THE ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS

The following sections discuss the Township’s review of the municipality’s environmental inventory related to
waste management and the evaluation of the alternative solutions to the undertaking.

The following

information was based on studies completed in 2010 as part of the MSWMSP.
4.1

BASELINE INFORMATION

In order to develop a sound planning basis from which to develop the Township’s MSWMSP, an accurate
assessment of the municipal waste generation information was collected and assessed in 2010. Sources of
this information included, but were not limited to:


Municipal records.



Statistics Canada.



Annual waste capacity determination via volumetric survey at the Killaloe Waste Disposal Site.



Calculated waste generation rates based on MOE-accepted standards for provincial waste
generation.



Waste screening (i.e. in-bound waste) and operational (i.e. compaction and covering) logs at the
Township’s waste sites and depots.



Annual Waste Diversion Ontario (WDO) Municipal Datacall reporting.

The above sources were deemed reasonably reliable source of waste generation and subsequent waste
diversion information for this stage of the project, as of 2010.
Table 2 - Baseline Waste Generation Information
Item

Estimated Value

Municipal Population (2009 StatsCan, equivalent)

2,993

Annual Population Growth (2001 – 2006 StatsCan)

0.46%

Annual Residual Waste Generation (2009, considers diversion)

20-Year Residual Waste Quantity (projected, with diversion)

Current Remaining Waste Disposal Capacity (MOE-approved, Killaloe Site)

December 2013
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4.2

ALTERNATIVE FEASIBILITY STUDIES

For the feasibility investigation phase of the project, Greenview retained a specialized group of professional
expertise to satisfy the purpose of the planning and preliminary technical studies deemed necessary at this
stage of the undertaking.
Based on the nature of the alternatives, and consultations completed by the Township in 2009, input was
provided to develop a detailed scope of services for the general work plan studies, identifying what
alternatives were to be investigated further, and what respective options to the alternatives were selected for
consideration. The following table summarizes the established set of alternatives and related options to the
alternatives.
Table 3 – Summary of Project Alternatives and Related Options
Alternative
Waste Diversion
Waste Landfill
Waste Export

Waste Incineration

4.2.1

Options


Maximization of waste diversion by the most feasible extent possible



Expansion of Killaloe Waste Disposal Site



Utilization of Round Lake Waste Disposal Site



Export to OVWRC



Export to Lafleche Environmental Inc.



Township-based facility (Municipally-owned/operated)



Township-based facility (Privately-owned/operated)



Export to waste incineration facility outside of the Township

WASTE DIVERSION

The Township presented that waste diversion was an integral part of any long-term, solid waste
management planning project. For the MSWMSP, the Township recognized that the project should focus on
diversion strategies that would be designed to divert as much waste generated by ratepayers as feasibly
possible; however, residual waste remaining after diversion efforts would require appropriate management.
With funding and technical support from WDO, the Township initiated the development of the following
diversion programs to efficiently guide the diversion planning process, and to maintain consistency with
recently formulated industry standards in waste diversion for the province:


Blue Box Best Practices Review.



Waste Recycling Strategy (WRS).

Further to the Township’s annual reporting to the WDO’s Municipal Datacall, the above items were primarily
planning-related tasks, whereby the Township effectively evaluated their individual status of diversion
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efficiencies and effectiveness in accordance with industry standards.
4.2.2

WASTE LANDFILL

Using baseline waste generation information, estimations of current and future waste generation were
developed for consideration in potential landfilling site needs (Table 2; above).
In order to evaluate the feasibility of continued waste disposal operations for long-term, residual solid waste
management within the Township, the existing Killaloe and Round Lake Waste Disposal Sites were
evaluated for the following:


A capacity expansion at the Killaloe Waste Disposal Site, by lateral/vertical expansion of current
waste disposal limits.



A capacity expansion at the Killaloe Waste Disposal Site by landfill reclamation (landfill mining).



A capacity utilization at the Round Lake Waste Disposal Site, in accordance with available
volumetric waste capacity per the conditions of the site’s Environmental Compliance Approval
(ECA).

In order to determine the feasibility of continued waste disposal operations at the Killaloe Waste Disposal
Site and/or the Round Lake Waste Disposal Site, the following planning-level feasibility studies were
undertaken:


Cultural heritage assessments.



Natural heritage assessments.



Hydrogeological assessments for potential site expansion and/or utilization.



Existing site utilization assessment for potential landfill reclamation at the Killaloe Waste Disposal
Site.

Cultural Heritage Assessment
As detailed in the report entitled, Stage 1 Archaeological Background Study, Killaloe WDS, Lot 7,
Concession 8, Geographic Township of Hagarty, Renfrew County, Round Lake WDS, Lot 27, Concession 3,
Geographic

Township

of

Richards,

Renfrew

County

(The

Central

Archaeology

Group

Inc.,

July 2010), a cultural heritage assessment was completed in accordance with the Provincial Policy
Statement (PPS; as amended) and included, but was not limited to, the following scope:


Identify any known archaeological sites within and adjacent to the selected waste disposal site
properties.



Evaluate the potential for the discovery of unrecorded archaeological remains.
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Provide the Township with recommendations for consideration regarding potential landfill expansion
and/or utilization work if necessary.

Natural Heritage Assessment
As detailed in the report entitled, Natural Heritage Impact Study for the Killaloe and Round Lake Landfill
Sites, Township of Killaloe, Hagarty and Richards (Snider’s Ecological Services, August 2010), the natural
heritage assessment was completed in accordance with Section 2.1 of the PPS (as amended), and under
guidance of the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources (MNR) Significant Wildlife Habitat – Technical Guide.
The natural heritage assessment was based on a review of available information, inclusive of information
provided by the MNR, in conjunction with field investigations and included, but was not limited to, the
following:


Species biodiversity.



Significant natural heritage features.



Threatened, endangered, and/or significant species and/or habitat.

Hydrogeological Assessment
As detailed in the report entitled, Hydrogeological Assessment of Long-Term Waste Disposal Feasibility,
Round Lake and Killaloe Waste Disposal Sites, Township of Killaloe, Hagarty and Richards
(Golder Associates Ltd., August 2010), the hydrogeological assessment review included, but was not limited
to, the following:


Consideration of a projected residual waste target expansion volumetric capacity of up to
3

100,000 cubic metres (m ; including regular and intermediate cover), via a natural attenuation site
design.


Municipally-owned property for each site, and adjacent features as observed by field visits and per
the cultural and natural heritage studies for the project.



Based on current environmental data and conditions, modeling of future conditions associated with
the targeted waste volumes for site expansion and/or utilization.



Development of preliminary site expansion/utilization scenarios, by which continued landfill
expansion/utilization geometry may develop, for review and consideration.



Evaluation of the waste disposal capacity which could be utilized at the Round Lake Waste Disposal
Site given the current property area, and with consideration of compliance with MOE policies.



Evaluation of the property area which would be required in order to operate the Round Lake Waste
Disposal Site as the Township’s long-term waste management alternative, with consideration of
compliance with MOE policies.
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A conceptual expansion design, inclusive of vertical and horizontal expansion of the disposal area at
the Killaloe Waste Disposal Site, in order to provide sufficient capacity to operate the site as the
Township’s long-term waste management alternative, with consideration of compliance with MOE
policies.

Landfill Utilization Assessment (Killaloe Waste Disposal Site)
The feasibility for the potential of reclaiming underutilized landfill airspace was considered, based on
subsurface investigations completed by the Township in 2005 and updated in 2010. Using the test-pit and
borehole logs from these investigations, an evaluation of the utilization of landfill airspace by waste versus
cover material was completed.
The results of the landfill expansion and/or assessment are presented in Section 4.3.2 of this report.
4.2.3

WASTE EXPORT

In order to evaluate the feasibility of long-term waste management for the Township via waste export, the
Township reviewed the two (2) available, approved, receiving facility options for this alternative, based on
the preliminary studies completed in 2009, specifically:


OVWRC, Pembroke, Ontario.



Lafleche Environmental Inc., Moose Creek, Ontario.

From consultations with each facility noted above, the Township was provided with operational and financial
terms by which long-term agreements could be developed, based on the ownership and operating nature of
each facility.
From the Township’s perspective, it was determined at this stage of the study that a centralized waste
transfer station would need to be established for transfer operations, and the most appropriate location was
determined to be the Killaloe Waste Disposal Site. Further, consideration was given to waste handling
efficiencies, and accordingly, waste compaction systems were considered for waste transfer operations from
the proposed central transfer site at the Killlaloe Waste Disposal Site.
At this stage of the project, it was assumed that the feasibility of the waste export alternative and related
options would be based on the following:


Availability of approved facilities to receive the Township’s waste.



Costs for the Township to enter into agreements with approved facilities.



On-going operational cost considerations over the 20-year planning period.

The results of the waste export assessment are presented in Section 4.3.3 of this report.
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4.2.4

WASTE INCINERATION

Thermal treatment of waste is becoming a more popular and publicly accepted method to manage municipal
solid waste. Coupled with environmental cogeneration benefit (energy-from-waste [EFW]), this alternative is
a developing consideration for Ontario municipalities reviewing long-range waste management plans.
From a baseline perspective, the following scenarios were reviewed for their feasibility for the Township:


Township-based facility (Municipally-owned/operated).



Township-based facility (privately-owned/operated).



Export to Outside facility.

The results of the waste incineration review are presented in Section 4.3.4 of this report.
4.3

RESULTS OF THE GENERAL WORK PLAN FEASIBILITY ASSESSMENTS

The following sections present the summarized results of the feasibility studies undertaken per the scope of
the general work plan.
4.3.1

WASTE DIVERSION

4.3.1.1 STUDY PRIMARY OBJECTIVES
The primary objectives of the waste diversion alternative were focused on a principle adopted by the
Township to maximize diversion to the most feasible extent possible, to minimize residual waste requiring
final management.
With the understanding that this project was an integrated waste management plan, it was acknowledged
that waste diversion plays a significant role in the forefront of the strategic planning part of the MSWMSP.
Considering this, and new/emerging industry guidelines and best practices for diversion in Ontario, the
Township committed to developing a WRS that included all of the standard and new program elements for
maximizing diversion for the municipality.
4.3.1.2 RESULTS
The results of the Township’s waste diversion plans were on-going through 2010 and into 2011. However, a
report (as of 2010) on progress to date and future plans are presented for information purposes.
The key aspects of the diversion program review are provided below, in no particular order:


The Township was operating a relatively successful Blue Box recycling program, with a reported
35-40% waste diversion rate, and with very cost-effective curbside collection operations.
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The WDO’s new Best Practice criteria from the 2009 WDO Datacall suggested that the Township
could improve on waste diversion planning – this initial point identified the need for a
complementary waste diversion plan to the disposal considerations of the MSWMSP.



To be consistent with industry standards, development of a WRS based on the WDO model was
recommended. The Township’s WRS was completed in December 2010.



The Township should review its current recycling collection/depot facilities to evaluate any
opportunities for increased diversion via communications.

From a baseline study perspective, the following work and/or plans were identified as part of the general
work plan for consideration, in no particular order:


WDO’s Municipal Datacall annual reporting, and evaluation of the Township’s Blue Box recycling
programs with past years, and other municipalities in the designated grouping.



WDO’s CIF program, from which technical and funding support is available to the Township for Blue
Box-related studies and evaluations.



Tendering and contracting of a new processing or material recycling facility (MRF) service provider
for the Township in 2011 and beyond (if required).

4.3.1.3 CONSIDERATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
Based on the baseline work completed for the general work plan studies for waste diversion, a preliminary
set of tasks for further study was proposed, as follows:


Develop a WRS consistent with CIF’s template, for a comprehensive understanding and plan for
waste diversion goals, objectives, and strategic planning consistent with the MSWMSP. The WRS
was completed in December 2010.



Based on CIF’s Best Practices review of the Township’s program, review the recommendations of
the report and evaluate feasible aspects that meet the objectives of the MSWMSP for
implementation.



Initiate/Participate in a multi-municipal forum regarding waste diversion, with the intent of gathering
recycling program information, benefits, and challenges, and seeking particular interest in a multimunicipal approach to waste diversion for the municipality.



As part of the WRS, develop a waste diversion annual report for publication by the Township as an
on-going diversion monitoring report.



Continue with the development of the diversion aspects of the MSWMSP, with due consideration of
industry standards, and benefits to the Township.
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As noted above, the Township’s review of the waste diversion alternatives was comprehensive and was a
developing part of the MSWMSP. While part of the integrated project, its development was considered
fundamental to the project by the Township.
4.3.2

WASTE LANDFILL

4.3.2.1 STUDY PRIMARY OBJECTIVES
The primary objective of assessing the feasibility of continued waste disposal operations at the Killaloe site
and/or the Round Lake site was to evaluate the environmental considerations in regards to cultural heritage,
natural heritage and hydrogeological features at and adjacent to each site.
As noted above, the following planning-level feasibility studies were undertaken:


Cultural heritage assessments.



Natural heritage assessments.



Hydrogeological assessments.



Existing site utilization assessment (based on subsurface investigations).

The results of the waste landfill review are summarized below.
4.3.2.2 RESULTS
Killaloe Waste Disposal Site
As part of the hydrogeological assessment for the Killaloe site, three (3) natural attenuation scenarios (N1–
N3) were evaluated with considerations for waste disposal fill rate, diversion rate, population growth, and
conformance with MOE policies. Additionally, two (2) scenarios were evaluated as engineered scenarios
(E1-E2) developed as alternatives for site expansion.
Based on the planning-level feasibility studies undertaken for the Killaloe Waste Disposal Site, the following
key results were as follows:


Cultural Heritage: there exists a very low potential of archaeological or cultural remains within the
project area of the Killaloe Waste Disposal Site.



Natural Heritage: the Killaloe Swamp adjacent to the Killaloe Waste Disposal Site is classified as a
Provincially Significant Wetland (PSW), and is designated as an ecologically sensitive area by the
County of Renfrew. As such, the Killaloe Swamp is a significant natural heritage feature.



Hydrogeological:
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-

Scenario N1: a horizontal expansion of the waste footprint by 50 metres (m) to the west, and
3

7 m vertically for an additional waste capacity of approximately 70,000 m was not expected to
meet MOE environmental criteria under natural attenuation conditions based on the
contaminant modelling completed.
-

Scenario N2: a horizontal expansion of the waste footprint by 30 m to the west and 2.5 m
3

vertically for an additional waste capacity of approximately 35,000 m was expected to meet
MOE environmental criteria under natural attenuation conditions based on the contaminant
modelling completed. This scenario was developed to potentially be used in conjunction with
the utilization of remaining capacity at the Round Lake Waste Disposal Site.
-

Scenario N3: a horizontal expansion of the waste footprint by 30 m to the west, up to 78 m to
3

the south, and 2.5 m vertically for an additional waste capacity of up to 100,000 m was
expected to meet MOE environmental criteria under natural attenuation conditions based on
the contaminant modelling completed.
-

Scenario E1: engineered containment (leachate collection) system on an additional
3

1.16 hectares (ha) for management of approximately 70,000 m .
-

Scenario E2: engineered containment (leachate collection) system on an additional 0.71 ha for
3

management of approximately 35,000 m .
A comprehensive account of the Scenarios identified above can be found in the hydrogeological
assessment report for this phase of the project in Hydrogeological Assessment of Long-Term Waste
Disposal Feasibility, Round Lake and Killaloe Waste Disposal Sites, Township of Killaloe, Hagarty and
Richards (Golder Associates Ltd., August 2010).
Landfill reclamation was based on the subsurface investigations completed to date. An 80% waste versus
cover material current utilization rate was determined.
Round Lake Waste Disposal Site
For the Round Lake Waste Disposal Site hydrogeological assessment, capacity of the site was based on the
approved site capacity in accordance with the site’s ECA, and the associated remaining site capacity of
3

approximately 75,000 m .

As such, two (2) natural attenuation scenarios were evaluated with

considerations for property area, and conformance with MOE policies.
Based on the planning-level feasibility studies undertaken for the Round Lake site, the following key results
were as follows:
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Cultural Heritage: there exists a very low potential of archaeological or cultural remains within the
project area of the Round Lake Waste Disposal Site.



Natural Heritage: there was potential for significant natural heritage features on and in the general
area of the site in regards to species habitat.



Hydrogeological: utilization of the Round Lake Waste Disposal Site was feasible for a capacity of
3

35,000 m as the site is expected to meet MOE environmental criteria based on the existing
property area, and the contaminant modelling completed; however, the utilization of the site for the
remaining site capacity was not expected to meet MOE environmental criteria based on the existing
property area. If an additional 395 m of contaminant attenuation zone (CAZ) to the northwest, north,
and northeast of the approved waste disposal area at the site were acquired by the Township, the
site could be utilized to capacity and conform with MOE policies.
In summary, the results of the waste landfill alternative review were as follows:
1. Expansion of the Killaloe site was feasible based on several scenarios which all include the
acquisition of addition land for buffer and/or CAZ.
2. If expansion of the Killaloe site was to be explored further, consideration must be given to the
protection of the natural heritage features and functions of the adjacent PSW.
3. Landfill utilization via reclamation at the Killaloe site was no longer considered a long-term waste
management option based on the determined landfill site utilization rate.
4. Utilization of the Round Lake site was feasible based on the current site property in conjunction with
3

the disposal of approximately 35,000 m of waste.
5. Additional land would be required for CAZ if the Round Lake site were to be utilized to full site
capacity.
6. If utilization of the Round Lake site was to be explored further, consideration must be given for
3

either utilization option outlined above (fill to approximately 35,000 m or to capacity) for the
potential of natural heritage values identified.
From a cost perspective, the results of the economic assessment related to the waste landfill alternative are
detailed in Section 4.3.5 of this report.
4.3.2.3 CONSIDERATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
In general, a more comprehensive review of the natural heritage features and hydrogeological functions
were proposed to be undertaken if the waste landfill alternative was considered for further study as part of
the MSWMSP.
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4.3.3

WASTE EXPORT

4.3.3.1 STUDY PRIMARY OBJECTIVES
The primary objective of assessing the feasibility of the exportation of waste to an approved facility was to
be evaluated primarily from an economic perspective, with environmental considerations determined to be
negligible.
As noted in Section 4.2.3, the approved waste management facilities that were approved and/or had shown
interest in receiving the Township’s waste (disposal considered only) were:


OVWRC, Pembroke, Ontario.



Lafleche Environmental Inc., Moose Creek, Ontario.

The results of the waste export review are summarized below.
4.3.3.2 RESULTS
Typically at the feasibility stage of a waste export review, the economics of the alternative and related
options take precedence. The nature of the alternative introduces a new and significant economic element
to the study, in waste transportation/haulage costs.
Further, with the MSWMSP’s objective to provide a 20-year waste management solution for the Township,
disposal security was also an important aspect with this alternative’s evaluation.
With agreement security and transportation costs identified as the most significant factors, and in the case of
extended travel distance, it was prudent to consider these aspects in the review of this alternative and noted
options, as follows.
Centralized Transfer Station
From a service perspective, it was assumed that the Township’s three (3) depot sites would maintain current
service provision to ratepayers. For the proposed waste export operations, a centralized waste transfer
station concept was assumed, whereby current depot operations would transfer collected waste from the
Township’s Round Lake and Red Rock sites to the Killaloe Waste Disposal Site. The Killaloe site would
feature a modified solid waste management program, with specialized waste handling equipment.
Waste Handling Equipment
In order for the Township’s residual waste to be efficiently handled, economics suggested that the more
material that could be handled per unit, then the more efficient the system would be.

In waste

exportation/transfer, this is the case.
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The Township’s Killaloe site hosts many designated waste disposal and recycling containers, bunkers, dropoff areas, and facilities to manage the various streams of waste generated within the municipality. At the
Killaloe site, the municipality was effective in managing waste at that site in part due to the operational
layout of the site’s facilities and to the Township’s waste staff’s management of incoming waste.
As a complement to the existing facilities, and in consideration of residual waste exportation, it was
proposed to consider a waste compaction system such that per haulage trip, the maximum quantity of waste
could be transferred, thereby minimizing transportation costs to the municipality.
There are several variations of waste compaction systems that could apply to the centralized transfer
system concept identified at this stage of the study. At the time, a stationary waste compacting ram, with a
removable waste container was selected, based on current costs and operational data generated from this
type of system.
Waste Transport/Haulage
The final operational stage in the consideration of waste exportation was the physical transfer stage,
whereby the waste would be hauled from the generation point, assumed to be the Killaloe Waste Disposal
Site, to the receiver per the options above.
For the transportation aspect, two (2) considerations were included:


Haulage by Township forces, in a newly acquired, waste roll-off truck, complete with roll-off
equipment, hydraulic boom arm, and tow-behind articulating roll-off trailer, which would allow for two
(2) containers to be hauled per trip, and servicing of MOLOK organic containers.



Haulage by contracted forces (i.e. the OVWRC provides container pick-up service at its customer
sites if requested, on a fee for service basis).

Long-Term Service Security and Valuation
Based on the receiving options selected for review, two (2) distinct agreement arrangements were identified:


OVWRC – this facility is owned and operated by a joint-municipal board, consisting of
representatives of member municipalities. Due to the board management of this facility, and the
original ownership agreements established at facility construction, the partnership buy-in costs were
identified to be significant. The economic valuation of the Township’s partnership was evaluated as
part of the general work plan, and the key results are included as follows:
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Table 4 - OVWRC Partnership Cost Breakdown
Cost Item

Estimated Value
(2009, Rounded)

Partnership Buy-In (2008 Value)

$ 994,974

Landfill Gas System Capital Share

$ 242,350

Operating Contributions – Capital and Operations

$ 93,500

Compensation to Laurentian Valley (host Municipality, $4.10 per tonne residual
waste)

$ 5,000

Landfill Royalty Fee (to Laurentian Valley, $4.69 per capita)

$ 14,100

Waste Tipping Fees (as Partner, $75 per tonne)

$ 90,500

Estimated Total – OVWRC Partnership Costs

$ 1,440,424

From a long-term security perspective, the OVWRC’s partnership arrangement would potentially satisfy the
targeted 20-year planning period, providing the OVWRC remains a viable, long-term operation, a question
raised during the review of the facility’s valuation.


Lafleche Environmental Inc. – this facility operates as a private waste disposal facility, and indicated
that no partnership-related costs are necessary, and that a tipping fee (with annual cost index
increase) would be available to the Township on a long-term agreement if desired.

In summary, the results of the waste export alternative review are as follows:
1. Based on the assumption of minimal environmental concern, the cost of capital and operations
associated with waste exportation was deemed the most important.
2. From a waste handling perspective, a centralized waste transfer station, with waste compaction
equipment, was proposed for the Township’s Killaloe site.
3. The costs of waste haulage (transportation) and receiver tipping fees were significant in the
consideration of this alternative.
4. The costs of partnership and potentially on-going facility operations with the OVWRC were
significant, despite its relatively close proximity to the Township.
5. The Lafleche Environmental Inc. facility would provide the most flexible terms of use, including longterm agreements.
The results of the economic assessment related to the waste export alternative are detailed in Section 4.3.5
of this report.
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4.3.3.3 CONSIDERATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
The Township considered two (2) receiver options for the waste export alternative, based on preconsultation efforts in 2009 with available receivers.
As of 2010, no further feasibility studies were recommended related to the provided options and the results
detailed above, until such time as a Preferred Alternative was considered for the MSWMSP.
4.3.4

WASTE INCINERATION

4.3.4.1 STUDY PRIMARY OBJECTIVES
Based on available information, the Township included consideration of waste incineration technology as an
alternative to management of residual solid waste for the municipality.
From a preliminary feasibility perspective, the following options were reviewed for this alternative:


The establishment of a waste incineration facility within the Township, owned and/or operated by
the municipality.



The establishment of a waste incineration facility within the Township, owned and operated by a
private proponent.



The Township’s participation in an incineration facility outside of the municipality, to which waste
would be exported for thermal treatment.

The preliminary results of this alternative’s review are summarized below.
4.3.4.2 RESULTS
From the study objectives outlined in Section 4.2.4, it was clear from the research undertaken during the
general work plan studies that the results presented could be considered preliminary only. In the event that
the Township were to consider this alternative further, a more comprehensive review would be required.
With due consideration to the above, the following results are noted related to the study objectives.
Background
Waste incineration, also referred as thermal treatment of waste, involves the combustion of solid waste (and
sometimes other substances), converting the feedstock into flue gases, particulates, and a bottom ash byproduct. Energy from the combustion process can be harnessed for cogeneration opportunities.
Environmentally, the historical argument against incineration is associated with air quality and related
human health impacts, in particular, dioxins and furans. These hazards resulted in the MOE banning new
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incineration development in Ontario; however, a new perspective has evolved with the MOE, based primarily
on newly developed and comprehensive air pollution guidelines for waste incineration facilities in Ontario
(MOE Guideline A-7, 2002, as amended).
System Technologies
The concept of ‘waste incineration’ is not new to Ontario, and recent efforts by various companies to
develop their thermal treatment technology are an on-going challenge in the Ontario solid waste
management industry.
With cogeneration considerations with waste-to-energy (WTE) or energy-from-waste (EFW) technologies,
regulatory agencies have shown new acceptance to research and development of thermal treatment
systems as potential solid waste management solutions for municipalities.

Cogeneration is typically

undertaken via capture of heat generated from the combustion process, and transferred to boilers to create
steam. The resultant steam is used to generate electricity or provide other suitable benefits such as space
heating, etc.
In general, incineration technologies are based on one of two concepts:


Mass burn incineration – being the most popular and historical technology, the waste fuel
undergoes traditional combustion.



Alternative – more prevalent within the past decade, alternative methods of thermal treatment of
waste include: gasification, pyrolysis, and plasma conversion.

While the incineration research and technology development process is at its all-time peak in Ontario, the
fact remains that continuous scale, thermal technologies for managing waste in Ontario are viewed as
unproven, and as such, are not deemed commercially-viable.
System Scale
Most systems are being developed with the target of processing 100,000 dry tonnes per year, equivalent to
the waste generated by an urban area with 200,000 residents. Based on the information reviewed, the
scale of a thermal treatment facility depends on its technology, and with advancement in this field, smaller
systems are being developed for smaller-scale operations, in the lower range of 5,000 tonnes per year
(approximately four times the annual waste generated in the Township).
Feedstock
While scalability and modular system design are important to assess the feasibility of these systems for
smaller municipalities, the waste feedstock required to fuel the systems is considered as one of the critical
considerations in evaluating thermal treatment solutions. Depending on the incineration technology, the
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quantity and quality of feedstock for processing in these facilities is vitally important, in terms of availability
(i.e. feed), and quality of the material to maximize combustion.
More often in considering waste incinerator feedstock, is a pre-treatment or conditioning of the feedstock, to
optimize its combustion (energy) potential. The challenge with feedstock conditioning is that it presents a
new process to the facility, and additional cost, both of which are significant considerations for a small-scale
municipal facility.
Cost Implications
The costs associated with research, development, siting approvals, construction, and operation of a smallscale waste incineration facility are estimated in the $100 million dollar range (Northern Watertek Inc.,
2010), with additional cost considerations for infrastructure needs for cogeneration/EFW and facility
operations post-construction.
In summary, based on the information available, the results of the waste incineration alternative review are
as follows:
1. Historical perceptions of waste incineration facilities concluded that the thermal treatment of waste
generated harmful emissions that may impact air quality and human health.
2. New and emerging incineration technologies have sophisticated air scrubbing systems that manage
emissions from the process that must meet or exceed stringent environmental guidelines
(MOE Guideline A-7).
3. For smaller municipalities, the capital cost of establishing a waste incineration facility was
determined to be excessively prohibitive, due primarily to feedstock requirements and system scale.
It is assumed that with further development, smaller systems would be available for applications in
Ontario.
4. Based on the scale factor, it was assumed that the Township does not generate sufficient quantities
of waste to be compatible with current incineration system technologies.

No interest from

neighbouring municipalities was directly solicited; however, knowledge of adjacent municipal
programs was understood by the Township, and interest in this alternative was assumed to be nil.
5. Preliminary consultation with incineration companies such as Plasco Energy in Ottawa, Ontario
resulted in no interest in accepting the Township’s waste for processing. Reportedly, the focus of
these companies was on larger municipalities and large, urban, municipal service provision.
4.3.4.3 CONSIDERATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
As of August 2010, no further study on the incineration alternative was recommended for the MSWMSP.
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4.3.5

ECONOMIC ASSESSMENTS

4.3.5.1 STUDY PRIMARY OBJECTIVES
The primary objectives of assessing the economic feasibility of the waste alternatives being considered was
to provide the most accurate financial account of what the various alternatives and their respective options
would present to the Township over the 20-year planning period.
In small, rural municipalities, long-range planning must include due consideration of the economic impacts
and viability of infrastructure projects, including waste management. For this assessment, the following
financial assumptions were made in the economic modelling of the alternatives/options:


Capital and operating costs were based on confirmed figures from similar municipal projects
undertaken within the past five (5) years.



Assumed cost inflation rate of 5% per annum.



For capital expenditures over $100,000, these items were amortized over a ten (10) or twenty (20)
year period based on the type of capital purchase, at an interest rate of 4.6%.



For the landfill expansion/utilization options, the 20-year waste disposal quantity was assumed, with
the acquisition of property deemed necessary to facilitate the options, with costs at assessed value
plus a conservative administrative cost (property surveys, legal, etc.).



For mobile equipment and rolling stock, a major mechanical overhaul and/or equipment
replacement period was assumed at the ten (10) year point, with projected increased capital costs
assumed.



For the purposes of ease of reporting, a cost per $100,000 of property assessment was provided in
addition to standard cost per tonne and cost per household values.



A contingency of 15% was incorporated into all cost models to account for the preliminary stage of
study, and to account for any unknown costs not considered at the stage of the assessment.

The results of the economic assessment are summarized below.
4.3.5.2 RESULTS
Economic models and related projections of costs over a long-range planning horizon were considered
preliminary; however, at this stage of the MSWMSP, it was important to assess what the economic
implications would be for the alternatives being considered, and in particular, what additional costs could be
expected by ratepayers of the municipality. Accordingly, the models for the economic assessment were
based on:
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Recycling and diversion-related costs are independent to the management of residual solid waste
(after diversion), and were not included at this stage of the assessment.

Due to the minimal

recycling options available to the Township at the time, recycling/diversion costs were viewed as
independent to residual waste management costs, for the objectives of the economic assessment.


Costs for current waste management services would continue over the planning period, and that the
implementation of a Preferred Alternative would present additional cost to the Township; therefore,
the economic models present projections of additional cost to the current program costs.

With due consideration of the above, economic reviews of the following alternatives and related options
were completed:


Landfill – Expansion of the Killaloe Site.



Landfill – Reclamation of the Killaloe Site.



Landfill – Utilization of the Round Lake Site.



Export – OVWRC (Township haulage).



Export – OVWRC (Contracted haulage).



Export – Lafleche Environmental (Township haulage).



Incineration – Municipal facility.

In summary, the results of the economic assessment were as follows:
1. Consistent with industry theory, waste landfilling presented the least additional cost option for the
Township.
2. Capital infrastructure costs (including partnership-related fees) and haulage accounted for the
majority of costs associated with the waste export alternative options.
3. Consistent with Section 4.3.3 of this report, the partnership-related costs associated with waste
export to the OVWRC presents significant costs for this option.
4. The estimated costs for the incineration alternative were based on private interest for an incineration
pilot plant in the municipality and related costs.
4.3.5.3 CONSIDERATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
The results of the economic assessment were considered preliminary; however, the relative costs presented
provided the requested feasibility basis from which more detailed cost reviews could be considered.
As of 2010, the results of the economic assessment were deemed suitable for the objectives of the general
work plan. More detailed costing assessments were completed as part of the detailed work plan and were
presented at PCE No. 4. See section 3.5 of this report for details.
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5. 0

THE PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE

The following sections are a summary of the Township’s determination of the Preferred Alternative for waste
management, as part of the MSWMSP.
5.1

PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE OVERVIEW

Based on the results of the extensive public consultations conducted by the Township from a social
perspective and the evaluations of the alternative solutions to the undertaking with due consideration of the
cultural heritage, natural heritage, hydrogeological, site utilization, and economic assessments completed as
part of the detailed work plan of the MSWMSP, the Township concluded that the Preferred Alternative that
best fit the municipality’s long-term needs for waste management operations were waste diversion and
waste export.

The Preferred Alternative to the undertaking was announced at PCE No. 5 on

November 27, 2011 (Section 3.6).
The Preferred Alternative to the undertaking included the construction and operation of upgraded Blue Box
recycling facilities at the Round Lake Waste Disposal Site, construction and operation of an upgraded waste
compaction and transfer station at the Killaloe Waste Disposal Site, and the proposed utilization of
remaining capacity at the Red Rock Waste Disposal Site for the disposal of C&D and bulky waste. The Red
Rock site was proposed to be closed to the public, and extended hours of operation were proposed for the
Round Lake site.
5.2

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE

Following the determination of the Preferred Alternative to the undertaking, the Township prepared Design
and Operations Plans for both the Round Lake and Killaloe Waste Disposal Site, which detailed the
municipality’s proposed modified operations at both sites, and which were submitted for the MOE’s review
and approval on January 31, 2012 (Greenview, 2012).

On August 1, 2012, the MOE approved the

Township to proceed with detailed design and upgrades to the transfer stations at the Round Lake and
Killaloe Waste Disposal Sites respectively, in separate amendments to the site’s ECAs (A412303 and
A412306). Final approval from the MOE for the proposed waste management operations at the Round Lake
Waste Disposal Site was received in the Amended ECA on November 30, 2012, while final approval for the
proposed operations at the Killaloe Waste Disposal Site was received in the Amended ECA on
July 19, 2013. A Design, Operations, and Development Plan for the Red Rock Waste Disposal Site, which
detailed the Township’s proposed waste disposal operations for C&D and bulky waste, was submitted to the
MOE in fall 2013, and is currently under review.
Design, engineering, tendering, and contracting for the upgrades to the waste transfer stations at the Round
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Lake and Killaloe Waste Disposal Sites were conducted throughout spring and summer 2012, with
construction activities commencing at the Round Lake Waste Disposal Site in August 2012 following MOE
approval of the Design and Operations Plans for both sites. Construction activities at the Killaloe Waste
Disposal Site commenced immediately following the Round Lake Waste Disposal Site construction;
however, completion of installation of the new waste compaction unit at the Killaloe Waste Disposal Site
extended into early 2013.
The grand opening of the new waste transfer station at the Killaloe Waste Disposal was conducted on
August 21, 2013, with the ribbon cutting ceremony attended by the Ontario Minister of the Environment Jim
Bradley and many other special dignitaries.
Details of the specific elements of the Preferred Alternative to the undertaking are discussed in Sections 5.3
and 5.4 below. Existing site condition plans for the Round Lake and Killaloe Waste Disposal Sites with
details on the upgraded transfer stations are included in Figures 3 and 4, respectively.
5.3

WASTE DIVERSION

Waste diversion was interpreted to be a significant element of the Preferred Alternative to the undertaking,
and expansion of levels of service to ratepayers of the Township at both the Round Lake and Killaloe Waste
Disposal Sites. Public assess and mobile waste and Blue Box recycling services at the Red Rock Waste
Disposal Site ceased following completion of construction and commencement of upgraded waste and Blue
Box recycling transfer operations at the Round Lake Waste Disposal Site in fall 2012.
Specific details with respect to upgraded waste diversion operations at the Round Lake and Killaloe Waste
Disposal Sites are included in sub-sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 below.
5.3.1

UPGRADED WASTE DIVERSION OPERATIONS - ROUND LAKE WASTE DISPOSAL SITE

As part of the upgraded waste transfer facilities at the Round Lake Waste Disposal Site, the Township
constructed a permanent Blue Box recycling transfer station with a large concrete pad, retaining wall, and
purchase of fifty (50) cubic yard Blue Box rolloff containers. Once full, the Blue Box rolloff containers are
collected for recycling by the Township’s Blue Box recycling service provider, Beaumen Waste Management
in Renfrew, Ontario. Only commingled containers (plastic, aluminum, steel, glass) and mixed fibres (paper)
are approved for management at the Round Lake Waste Disposal Site, while old corrugated cardboard
(OCC) is directed to the Killaloe Waste Disposal Site for management. Diversion of household organics
using on-site MOLOK containers continues at the Round Lake Waste Disposal Site, consistent with
historical operations.
The noted recycling operations at the Round Lake Waste Disposal Site were approved by the MOE in the
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Amended ECA for the site dated November 30, 2012.
5.3.2

UPGRADED WASTE DIVERSION OPERATIONS - KILLALOE WASTE DISPOSAL SITE

In contrast to the upgraded site operations at the Round Lake Waste Disposal Site, the Killaloe Waste
Disposal Site was proposed by the Township to be the centralized waste and recycling transfer facility for
the municipality. As part of the approval process with the MOE, the Township requested and was approved
for additional diversion activities previously not conducted at the Killaloe Waste Disposal Site.

These

additionally diversion activities were considered by the Township to be a significant improvement to the level
of service for the municipality’s ratepayers, and reflective of the Township’s intention for the MSWMSP.
Following final approval of the proposed operations at the Killaloe Waste Disposal Site by the MOE in the
Amended ECA dated July 19, 2013, the site is now approved for the following waste diversion operations:


Blue Box recyclables (commingled containers, mixed fibres, and OCC).



Household organics.



Scrap metal and white goods.



Refrigerants.



Waste Tires.



Waste electrical and electronic equipment (WEEE).



Leaf and yard waste.



Automotive batteries.



Automotive plastics (i.e. oil and antifreeze containers).



Single-use batteries.



Re-use centre.

Consistent with previous site operations, designated areas at the Killaloe Waste Disposal Site are used for
stockpiling of recyclable materials, MOLOK containers for household organics management, and Blue Box
recyclables continue to be managed using Blue Box rolloff containers for storage and transport.

The

Township also continues to hold an annual event day for the management of Municipal Hazardous and
Special Waste (MHSW), typically held in the summer months.
At this time, the Township is developing management strategies for automotive batteries, single-use
batteries, and automotive plastics and reviewing options for potential service providers for these three (3)
material types. Finalization of the management strategy for automotive batteries, single-use batteries, and
automotive plastics of the waste diversion alternative are anticipated for spring 2014.
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5.4

WASTE EXPORT

Waste export operations were considered to be the complementary element of the Preferred Alternative to
the undertaking. The Township explored its options for a waste export service provider, primarily with
OVWRC in Pembroke, Ontario, and Lafleche Environmental Inc. in Moose Creek, Ontario. Based on a
detailed review of both service provider options, primarily focused on economic factors, the Township chose
to proceed with negotiations on a long-term service agreement with Lafleche Environmental Inc.
Negotiation between the Township and Lafleche Environmental Inc. continued from 2012 and into 2013, and
a final, ten (10) year service agreement was signed between both parties on May 3, 2013. The service
agreement was incorporated into municipal bylaw #19-2013 on May 7, 2013. The agreement commenced
on May 15, 2013 and extends to May 14, 2023, and in the agreement there are provisions to extend the
contract beyond the initial ten (10) years.
The agreement includes specified costs for tipping fees and transportation costs for municipal waste over
the term of the contract, and includes provision for additional services (i.e. processed C&D and bulky waste
transportation and disposal) as may be required by the Township in the future. The services to be provided
to the Township by Lafleche Environmental Inc. as part of the waste export operations are discussed below
in sub-section 5.4.2.
5.4.1

UPGRADED WASTE EXPORT OPERATIONS – ROUND LAKE WASTE DISPOSAL SITE

Mobile waste operations using the Township’s garbage packer truck continued to be operated as part of the
upgraded site operations at the Round Lake Waste Disposal Site, with all waste (garbage) transported to the
Killaloe Waste Disposal Site for management at the end of each operating day through the new waste
compaction unit at the Killaloe site.
5.4.2

UPGRADED WASTE EXPORT OPERATIONS – KILLALOE WASTE DISPOSAL SITE

As part of the upgraded waste export operations at the Killaloe Waste Disposal Site, the Township was
approved by the MOE to construct and operate a permanent waste transfer station at the site. The waste
transfer station includes a large concrete pad, retaining wall, waste compactor and associated fifty (50)
cubic yard compaction rolloff containers for the storage and transportation of municipal waste to the
approved waste disposal facility operated by Lafleche Environmental Inc. The waste compaction unit was
custom built for the Township by Reaction Distributing Inc., and was designed to allow for ease of operation
by Township staff and for bulk disposal of waste from the Township’s waste compaction vehicle and other
commercial ratepayers through the enlarged waste hopper and engineered drive-on decking system. All
waste collected as part of mobile operations at the Round Lake site in the Township’s waste compaction
vehicle is transported to the Killaloe Waste Disposal Site and deposited into the waste compactor without
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the need of manual handling of waste by Township operations staff.
Once two (2) fifty (50) cubic yard compaction rolloff containers are full of municipal waste, and/or as
required, Lafleche Environmental Inc. is contacted by the Township to collect the waste and transfer it to
their Moose Creek, Ontario facility for final disposal. By transporting two (2) compaction rolloffs at a time,
and based on the agreement with Lafleche Environmental Inc., the Township minimizes transportation costs
and thereby maximizes the economic benefits to its ratepayers.
Throughout 2013, the Township utilized the remaining waste disposal capacity at the Killaloe Waste
Disposal Site for disposal of processed C&D and bulky waste and for the occasional disposal of regular
municipal waste as required, due to complications related to the finalization of the installation of the new
waste compaction unit and the agreement with Lafleche Environmental Inc.
As noted in Section 5.1, the Township submitted a Design, Operations, and Development Plan for the Red
Rock Waste Disposal Site and associated application to amend the ECA in fall 2013, which proposed to
allow the Township to use the remaining waste capacity for the disposal of C&D and bulky waste. C&D and
bulky waste collected and processed at the Killaloe Waste Disposal Site was proposed to be transported
from the Killaloe Waste Disposal Site following processing to the Red Rock Waste Disposal Site for final
disposal. At this time, the application to amend the ECA for the Red Rock site is currently under review by
the MOE Environmental Approvals Branch.
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6. 0

SUMMARY

From 2009 through to 2013, the Township initiated and conducted a MSWMSP project in order to establish
a long-term (20-year) solution for managing solid waste generated within municipal borders, which was both
economically-feasible and environmentally-responsible.
As part of the MSWMSP project, the Township reviewed in considerable detail the potential alternative
solutions to the undertaking. Significant efforts in public consultation were expended by the Township,
including five (5) PCEs, the establishment of a PLC, and ratepayer questionnaires. Based on input from the
public, the potential alternative solutions to the undertaking that required additional review as part of the
MSWMSP included waste diversion, waste landfilling, waste export, waste incineration, and do nothing;
however, the do nothing alternative was included as a control alternative and was not explored further as
part of the MSWMSP.
As part of the general work plan, extensive feasibility studies to review the inventory and evaluation of the
potential alternative solutions to the undertaking, including cultural heritage assessments, natural heritage
assessments, hydrogeological assessments, existing site utilization assessments, and economic
assessments, were conducted by the Township. Options with respect to the details of each alternative
solution were examined per the following:
1. Waste Diversion - maximization of waste diversion by the most feasible extent possible.
2. Waste Landfill – expansion of the Killaloe Waste Disposal Site or utilization of Round Lake Waste
Disposal Site.
3. Waste Export – export to either the OVWRC or Lafleche Environmental Inc. facilities.
4. Waste Incineration – construction and operation of a Township-based facility (Municipallyowned/operated), Township-based facility (privately-owned/operated), or export to an outside
facility.
Based on the results of the general work plan review, a detailed work plan was completed by the Township
to review the top three (3) alternative solutions; the waste incineration alternative was not explored further at
this stage due to the substantial costs involved with such a project and issues related to minimum quantities
of waste required to operate such a facility.
Consistent with the results of the detailed work plan, and with due consideration of the completed cultural
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heritage, natural heritage, hydrogeological, site utilization, and economic assessments, the Township
concluded that the Preferred Alternative that best fit the municipality’s long-term needs for waste
management operations were waste diversion and waste export.

The Preferred Alternative to the

undertaking was announced at PCE No. 5 on November 27, 2011.
Further to the Preferred Alternative, the Township submitted applications to amend the ECAs for the Round
Lake and Killaloe Waste Disposal Sites and associated documentation to the MOE in January 2012, and
approval to proceed with the detailed design and construction of upgraded waste site transfer stations was
received from the MOE in August 2012. Construction activities at both Round Lake and Killaloe sites
commenced in summer and fall 2012. The upgraded Blue Box recycling transfer station at the Round Lake
Waste Disposal Site was completed in fall 2012, while the finalized construction and installation of the waste
compaction equipment at the upgraded waste transfer station at the Killaloe Waste Disposal Site was
completed in spring 2013. The grand opening of the new waste transfer station at the Killaloe W aste
Disposal Site was conducted on August 21, 2013 and was attended by many important dignitaries, including
the Ontario Minister of the Environment Jim Bradley.
Finalized Amended ECAs for the Round Lake and Killaloe Waste Disposal Sites were received from the
MOE in November 2012 and July 2013, respectively. The Round Lake Waste Disposal Site is currently
approved for the diversion of Blue Box recyclables and organic waste and mobile waste transfer activities
using the Township’s waste compaction vehicle. The Killaloe Waste Disposal Site is currently approved for
municipal waste transfer activities via its new waste compaction facility and associated compaction rolloff
containers to the Lafleche Environmental Inc. facility in Moose Creek, Ontario. Additionally, the Killaloe
Waste Disposal Site is approved for the diversion of Blue Box recyclables, organic waste, scrap metal, white
goods, refrigerants, waste tires, WEEE, leaf and yard waste, automotive batteries, single-use batteries, and
automotive plastics.

The Killaloe Waste Disposal Site is also approved for the storage, processing,

disposal, and transfer of C&D and bulky waste.
As of fall 2013, the implementation of the MSWMSP was considered complete by the Township.
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7. 0

CLOSING

Greenview has prepared this MSWMSP Summary Report for the Township of Killaloe, Hagarty, and
Richards as a review of the work completed as part of the MSWMSP project which began in 2009 and was
deemed to be complete in 2013 following construction, implementation, and operations at the Township’s
new waste disposal transfer facilities at the Killaloe and Round Lake Waste Disposal Sites. This report is
governed by the attached statement of service conditions and limitations (Appendix E).
All respectfully submitted by:
GREENVIEW ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT LIMITED

Dan Hagan, B.Sc.
Project Manager

Tyler H. Peters, P.Eng.
Project Director
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APPENDIX A
PUBLIC CONSULTATION EVENT SLIDESHOWS
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Public Consultation Event
For the Development of a

Municipal Solid Waste
Management Strategic Plan

August 8, 2009
Tyler H. Peters, P.Eng.

Killaloe Lions Hall
Killaloe, Ontario

Project Manager
Greenview Environmental Management Limited
tel: (613) 332 – 0057
email: solutions@greenview-environmental.ca

Introductions
Welcome!
Tyler Peters, Greenview
Environmental Management Limited
Members of Council and Staff
Objective - to gather input from
Township residents/ratepayers for the
development of a solid waste
management strategic plan for the
Township in the long-term

August 8, 2009

1

Event Format
Welcome
Slide Presentation
Questions & Answers
Open House
— Questionnaire Form
— Public Liaison Committee Invitation

Presentation Outline
Review existing waste management
status of Township
Identify Problem (Opportunity)
Identify Alternatives
Next Steps

August 8, 2009

2

Existing WM Status
 Three (3) waste sites manage solid waste
generated within the Township
 Only one (1) site has current approvals for
landfilling operations
 Waste diversion efforts currently divert
approximately 33% of waste generated

Existing WM Status

(continued)

 Killaloe WDS (1049 Mask Road)
– recycling depot/transfer station and landfill site
– remaining capacity = 10,000 m3
– remaining landfill life = approximately 3 years

 Round Lake WDS (168 Sunrise Road)
– mobile recycling and domestic waste transfer
station
– interim-closed status to landfilling operations
– remaining disposal capacity 80,000 m3

August 8, 2009
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Existing WM Status

(continued)

 Red Rock WDS (Beechnut Lake Road)
– mobile recycling and domestic waste transfer
station
– interim-closed status to landfilling operations
– remaining disposal capacity 7,500 m3

 Contingency/Emergency
– export waste to larger, landfill sites
(significant quantities)
– disaster waste relief (fire, flood, etc.)

Problem (Opportunity)
Limited waste disposal capacity
remaining at approved landfilling site
Township requires a long-term
solution for managing solid waste
generated in the Township, that is
economically-feasible and
environmentally-responsible

August 8, 2009
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Proposed Alternatives
Waste Diversion
Landfill
Waste Export
Waste Incineration
Other Alternatives
Do Nothing

Proposed Alternatives

(continued)

Waste Diversion:
– enhanced blue-box recycling program,
i.e. additional materials
– user pay*
– organic waste diversion
– bag limits
– clear bags
– expanded curbside collection service
area

August 8, 2009
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Proposed Alternatives

(continued)

Landfill:
– existing site utilization and/or
expansion
 Killaloe WDS
 Round Lake WDS
 Red Rock WDS

– new site development (Greenfield
development)
– historical site re-development (?)

Proposed Alternatives

(continued)

Waste Export:
– collect and/or transfer residual waste
to an approved landfilling site outside
the municipality
– any/all feasible private and/or public
facilities considered

August 8, 2009
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Proposed Alternatives

(continued)

Waste Incineration:
– thermal treatment of waste (various
technologies)
– potential for energy recovery, i.e.
waste-to-energy (WTE)

Proposed Alternatives

(continued)

Other Alternatives:
– not currently identified
– may arise during the development of
the Plan

August 8, 2009
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Proposed Alternatives

(continued)

Do Nothing:
– continue current operations without a
Plan for future
– Likely to result in landfill over-filling,
illegal dumping, environmental
compliance issues
– not considered viable; serves as a
‘control alternative’

Evaluation of Alternatives
Depending on alternative, varying
review processes to consider and
follow:
– environmentally-responsible
– economically-feasible
– legislative requirements
(federal/provincial/municipal)

Evaluation must be thorough,
reasonable, and defendable
– public opinion and support is
important

August 8, 2009
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Evaluation of Alternatives
Review and assess potential
effects on:
– Surface & Groundwater (water quality
and flow, drinking water resources, etc.)

– Land (uses, zoning, etc.)
– Natural Environment (protected natural
areas, wildlife habitat, etc.)

– Socio-economic Environment (business
impact, taxation, etc.)

– Air & Noise (air quality, noise, etc.)
– Heritage & Culture (heritage features,
archaeological values, aboriginal interests,
etc.)

Summary
The following has been presented:
– Current WM status
– Problem (opportunity)
– Proposed WM alternatives for
consideration
– Initial, general approach for the
evaluation of alternatives
– Township’s interest in
resident/ratepayer input in the
development of the plan

August 8, 2009
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Next Steps
 In order to proceed, feedback on
information presented today is
requested
 Form a Public Liaison Committee to
establish a communication link between
the Township and the public
 Based on all information gathered, and a
more detailed review of the alternatives,
the Township will present their findings
and an initial work plan in a second
meeting in early October 2009

Questions?

August 8, 2009
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Open House
 Refreshments
 Individual questions to myself, Council,
Township staff
 Fill out a Questionnaire
 Review PLC Invitation
 Thank you for attending!

August 8, 2009
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Public Consultation Event
For the Development of a

Municipal Solid Waste
Management Strategic Plan

Public Consultation Event #2
October 24, 2009

Tyler H. Peters, P.Eng.
Project Manager
Greenview Environmental Management Limited

Killaloe Lions Hall
Killaloe, Ontario

tel: (613) 332 – 0057
email: solutions@greenview-environmental.ca

Introductions
Welcome
Tyler Peters, Greenview
Environmental Management Limited
Members of Council and Staff
Objective - to gather input from
Township residents/ratepayers for the
development of a solid waste
management strategic plan for the
Township in the long-term

October 24, 2009
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Event Format
Slide Presentation
Questions & Answer Session
Open House
— Individual Q&A
— Poster review
— Discussion

Presentation Outline
Review objective of MSWMSP
Review results of initial consultations
Review results of preliminary studies
(August/September/October)
Present a proposed work plan
Next Steps

October 24, 2009
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Recall: Existing WM Status
 Three (3) waste sites manage solid waste
generated within the Township
 Only one (1) site has current approvals for
landfilling operations, with an estimated
three (3) years of site life
 Waste diversion efforts currently divert
approximately 33% of waste generated

Problem (Opportunity)
Limited residual waste disposal
capacity remaining at approved
landfilling site
Township requires a long-term
solution for managing solid waste
generated in the Township, that is
economically-feasible and
environmentally-responsible

October 24, 2009
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Recall: Proposed Alternatives

Waste Diversion
Landfill
Waste Export
Waste Incineration
Other Alternatives
Do Nothing

Initial Consultations
Initial Public Consultation Event
– August 8, 2009, over 60 attendees
– Questionnaires and PLC application
forms
– Municipal-wide mailing of forms in
mid-August, responses by September
11, 2009
– Received approximately 428
submissions of questionnaire forms

October 24, 2009
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Initial Consultation Results
Questionnaire - General
• 65% of respondents were permanent
residents
• 75% utilized the Killaloe WDS, 33%
Round Lake WDS
• 50% backyard compost
• 33% participate in MHSW events
• 24% backyard burn
(unknown waste type)

Initial Consultation Results
Questionnaire – Waste Diversion
• 81% participate in blue-box program
• 14% engaged in Township’s organics
program
• Only a marginal increase in recycling
participation with expanded curbside service
• 68% were not interested in paying for an
enhanced recycling program
• Some interest in clear bags/bag limits to
encourage diversion

October 24, 2009
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Initial Consultation Results
Questionnaire – Waste Alternatives
• 47% of respondents prefer existing
waste site utilization and/or expansion
• 40% prefer some form of incineration
technology
• 13% prefer waste exportation outside
of the municipality
• 11% prefer the development of a new
landfill site in the Township

Initial Consultation Results
Questionnaire – Waste Alternatives
• 75% of respondents identified water
resources (groundwater, drinking
water, surface water) as the most
sensitive in considering the
alternatives
• 6% identified natural heritage features
• Other responses each less than 5%

October 24, 2009
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Initial Consultation Results
Questionnaire – Overall
• 83% of respondents indicated that the
services provided by the Township are
sufficient for respondent’s needs
in respective areas of the Township
— More MHSW event days
— Hours of operation amended for seasonal
needs
— Expanded curbside service

• 68% indicated that the Township’s
services are sufficient overall in the
Township
— Municipal-wide curbside services
— More recycling depots

Initial Consultation Results
Questionnaire – Conclusions
• Diversion – current diversion program is
effective, some room for improvement in
participation, service, controls
• Waste alternatives – clear preference for
fiscal responsibility and desire for
greener means of disposing of waste;
split between existing landfill
utilization/expansion (no “Greenfields”),
and incineration/thermal technologies
• Existing waste management services are
currently acceptable to respondents

October 24, 2009
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Initial Consultation Results
Questions/Comments/Feedback
• Council clarified the plan’s stage of
development
• Council’s apparent focus on the
expansion of the Round Lake WDS
• What costs were associated with the
alternatives presented
• How long the study would take to
complete
• When would be public be consulted
again about any developments in the
Plan

Initial Consultation Results
Questions/Comments/Feedback
• Considerable interest of the
public in the development of the
MSWMSP
• Council committed to working
with the public and other
interested residents/ratepayers
in the plan’s development

October 24, 2009
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Preliminary Studies
Purpose:
• Preliminary studies scoped based
on PCE#1 comments and
feedback
• MOE pre-consultation and
introduction of project
• Gather base information for the
development of a work plan for
presentation at PCE#2

Preliminary Studies
Scope – Ministry of the Environment:
• Pre-consultation conference call
with various branches and offices
• Request for information on
incineration/thermal technologies
and MOE approvals
• Clarification on project alternatives
and related Environmental
Assessment Act requirements

October 24, 2009
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Preliminary Studies
Results – Ministry of the Environment:
• Pre-consultation conference call with
various branches and offices
MOE to develop a project contact list
Twp to keep MOE informed of
progress of early Plan development
Maintain an open and transparent
study process

Preliminary Studies
Results – Ministry of the Environment:
• Request for information on
incineration/thermal technologies
and MOE approvals
MOE focus on waste diversion first
Approvals process/requirements
unclear (new), strong air emission
standards
Preference for energy-from-waste
(EFW) facilities

October 24, 2009
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Preliminary Studies
Results – Ministry of the Environment:
• Clarification on project alternatives
and related Environmental
Assessment Act requirements
Review new Waste Management
Projects regulation, O. Reg. 101/07
Reviewed EA requirements /
exemptions for particular projects,
and applicable timelines

Preliminary Studies
Scope – Waste Alternatives:
• Landfill – no specific work at this time (ongoing annual monitoring programs)
• Waste Export – initial contact with:
— OVWRC (Pembroke)
— Laflèche Environmental (Moose Creek)
— Township of Madawaska Valley
— Town of Bancroft
• Waste Incineration – initial contact with
Northern Watertek Corp. (Ottawa)
— local project feasibility

October 24, 2009
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Preliminary Studies
Results – Waste Alternatives:
• Waste Export
— OVWRC (Pembroke)
 OVWRC Board indicates openness to
Township as a potential new partner
 Formal business valuation required for
potential new partners up to $30,000
 Partner “Buy-in” fees expected in excess of
$1M, to be confirmed
 Tipping fees: membership-related
 Waste handling and transportation: extra*
 Timeline: 12 months

Preliminary Studies
Results – Waste Alternatives:
• Waste Export
— Laflèche Environmental (Moose Creek)
 Open to Township as a municipal partner, 5
to 20 agreement available
 No partner valuation or “Buy-in” fees
 Gate tipping fee $75 per tonne
 Waste handling and transportation: extra*
 Timeline: 6 months

October 24, 2009
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Preliminary Studies
Results – Waste Alternatives:
• Waste Export
— Township Madawaska Valley
 Unable to accept waste from outside TMV
under existing approvals
 Interested in potential partnering of waste
handling and/or transportation services

— Town of Bancroft
 Undertaking their own waste management
plan
 Unable to accept waste from other
municipalities until plan is complete
 Keep informed

Preliminary Studies
Results – Waste Alternatives:
• Waste Incineration –Northern Watertek
Corp. (Ottawa)
 Several verbal presentations to Council in
2009
 Developing technology/industry, unproven
 Regulatory approvals strict and unclear
 Feedstock requirements ~ 48 tonne/day =
50% of Renfrew County waste, including
recyclables
 Cost responsibilities unclear
 Capital costs ~$100M

October 24, 2009
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Preliminary Studies
Conclusions
• With the initial consultation
information, indications are that
the following alternatives
require additional study:
— Landfill expansion/utilization
— Waste incineration/thermal treatment
— Waste export

• Detailed economic assessment
must be included for diligent
evaluation purposes

Proposed General Work Plan
 Proposed scope of work for assessing
the general set of alternatives
 Results from the GWP is planned to
result in an objective ranking of the
potential environmental and economic
impacts of the alternatives being
studied
 Ranking evaluation is expected to
indicate an objective, preferred
solution

October 24, 2009
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Proposed General Work Plan
 Proposed scope of work:
— Complete review of waste diversion
program, available enhancements, possible
‘incentive’-type measures
— Landfill capacity expansion / utilization /
reclamation at Killaloe and Round Lake
WDS
— Specific waste incineration / thermal
treatment / EFW opportunities for KHR
— Waste export evaluations for the OVWRC
and LaFleche Environmental Inc.
— Detailed economic review of the alternatives
under consideration, projected over the
long-term planning horizon

Proposed General Work Plan
 General Work Plan timeline: November
2009 to August 2010
 Preliminary budget: $100k to $150k,
pending scope confirmations
 Presentation of results at PCE#3 in
August 2010

October 24, 2009
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Summary
The following has been presented:
– Reviewed MSWMSP objectives
– Initial consultation results and
suggestions
– Subsequent preliminary studies to
defining a scope of general studies
– Proposed general work plan
studies with results for
presentation in August 2010

Next Steps
 Proceed with GWP studies
 Review and follow-up with PLC
applicants to consider the formulation of
a PLC
 Update Township webpage as base
information station for the project
• Initial consultation questionnaire summary
• PCE#2 slides

 Presentation at PCE#3 in August 2010

October 24, 2009
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Questions?

Open House
 Refreshments

 Individual questions to myself, Council,
Township staff

 Thank you for attending!

October 24, 2009
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Public Consultation Event
For the Development of a

Municipal Solid Waste
Management Strategic Plan

Public Consultation Event #3
August 14, 2010

Tyler H. Peters, P.Eng.
Project Manager
Greenview Environmental Management Limited

Killaloe Lions Hall
Killaloe, Ontario

tel: (613) 332 – 0057
email: solutions@greenview-environmental.ca

Introductions
Welcome
Tyler Peters, Greenview
Environmental Management Limited
Members of Council and Staff
Objective - to present the results to date
of the feasibility studies and gather input
from Township residents/ratepayers for
the development of a solid waste
management strategic plan

August 14, 2010
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Event Format
Slide Presentation
Questions & Answer Session
Open House
— Individual Q&A
— Discussion

Presentation Outline
Review background, purpose and
scope of MSWMSP
Present results of the General Work
Plan (GWP) feasibility studies (to
date)
Next Steps

August 14, 2010
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Recall: Existing WM Status
 Three (3) waste sites manage solid waste
generated within the Township
 Only one (1) site has current approvals for
landfilling operations, with an estimated
three (3) years of site life
 Waste diversion efforts currently divert
approximately 35 - 40% of waste
generated

Recall: Problem (Opportunity)

Limited residual waste disposal
capacity remaining at approved
landfilling site
Township requires a long-term (20year) solution for managing solid
waste generated in the Township,
that is economically-feasible and
environmentally-responsible

August 14, 2010
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Recall: Previous Consultations
Public Consultation Event #1
• August 8, 2009, over 60 attendees
• Introduction of the project,
gathering of initial comments/input

Public Consultation Event #2
• October 24, 2009, 25 attendees
• Update on preliminary studies,
presentation of questionnaire
results from PCE#1
• Purpose and scope of General
Work Plan

Recall: Previous Consultations
Public Liaison Committee
• Several public members, Council
and staff
• Four (4) working meetings
• Information dissemination and
communication

Media
• Various press articles and releases
over past months
• Considerable interest in the project

August 14, 2010
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Recall: General Work Plan

Purpose:
• To undertake a background study of
the environment (baseline)
• To complete a feasibility review of
the project alternatives and options
• To ‘screen’ the alternatives/options
to those that are feasible for
further consideration
• To identify what the key aspects of
the alternatives/options are for
further consideration

Recall: General Work Plan

Scope:
• Based on 2009 preliminary studies
and consultations, scope of the GWP
was confirmed:
- Waste Diversion
- Landfill
- Waste Export
- Waste Incineration

• Detailed cost assessment for
economic feasibility

August 14, 2010
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Recall: General Work Plan

Alternatives / Options:
• Diversion – 3R’s, maximize diversion
to the most feasible extent
• Landfill – capacity expansion at
Killaloe site, and/or capacity
utilization at Round Lake site
• Export – transport waste to OVWRC
(Pembroke) and/or LaFleche
Environmental (Moose Creek)
• Incineration – consideration of a
private and/or public facility

Recall: GWP - Solid Waste Statistics

Item

Value

Population
(2009 StatsCan, equivalent)

2,993

Annual Population Growth
(2001 – 2006 StatsCan)

0.46%

Annual Residual Waste Generation
(2009, considers diversion)

3,433 m3
1,202 tonnes

20-Year Residual Waste Quantity
(projected, includes cover, considers diversion)

92,000 m3
30,000 tonnes

Current Remaining Residual Waste Disposal Capacity
(Killaloe Site, October 2009)

August 14, 2010

10,000 m3
3 Years
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Scope: GWP - Diversion
 Diversion:
• Maximizing 3R’s - Reduce, Reuse, Recycle
to the most feasible extent possible
• Develop a waste recycling strategy in
accordance with industry standards, goals,
and objectives (Waste Diversion Ontario)
• Integrate the recycling strategy as part of
the MSWMSP project – ‘integrated plan’
• Undertake a complete ‘overhaul’ of the
Township’s diversion programs, per new
industry best practices
• Review possible multi-municipal
coordination for contracts, scale
• Promotion & Education (P&E)

Results: GWP - Diversion
 Diversion:
• Reduce, Reuse, Recycle (3R’s)
• Current diversion rate of 40%; capture rate
estimated at 40%
• Municipal program among the most cost–
effective in the province
• Service provider change imminent
• Program material list challenges
• Interest in possible multi-municipal
approach
• Consideration for various diversion
incentive ‘tools’: clear bags, bag limits,
increased collection, etc.
• Diversion target = 50%; 70% capture

August 14, 2010
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Scope: GWP - Landfill
 Feasibility reviews for continued landfill
operations for the 20-year planning period
 Township waste generation = 3,500 m3 per
year, marginally increasing over time
 Options:
• Killaloe WDS – capacity expansion
(lateral/vertical/reclamation)
• Round Lake WDS – capacity utilization
(existing)

 Preliminary feasibility studies undertaken to
assess potential impacts on the environment:
•
•
•
•

Natural heritage
Cultural heritage
Hydrogeological
Economical

Scope: GWP - Landfill
 Study Area:

August 14, 2010
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Scope: GWP – Landfill (Killaloe Site)
 Feasibility review for a capacity expansion
at the Killaloe Site:
• Lateral/vertical expansion of existing landfill
limits
• Landfill reclamation (mining) within existing limits

 Target expansion residual waste volume =
up to 100,000 m3
 Key considerations:
• Groundwater and surface water quality
(monitored)
• Natural heritage features
• Land requirements (buffer, attenuation zone)
• Operational scenarios
• Reclamation – current landfill utilization, air
quality
• Economics

Results: GWP – Landfill (Killaloe Site)
 Lateral/Vertical Expansion:
• Preference for natural attenuation for environmental
and cost considerations
• Considered lateral (vertical) expansions of various
configurations to the west and south of the site
• Hydrogeological assessment findings indicate up to
100,000 m3 may be feasible with a western and
southern lateral (vertical) expansion
• Natural heritage review notes the adjacent lowlands
are part of the Killaloe Swamp, a Provincially
Significant Wetland
• Minimal relative additional cost for expansion
development

August 14, 2010
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Results: GWP – Landfill (Killaloe Site)
 Lateral/Vertical Expansion:

Results: GWP – Landfill (Killaloe Site)
 Lateral/Vertical Expansion:

August 14, 2010
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Results: GWP – Landfill (Killaloe Site)
 Landfill Reclamation:
• Boreholes advanced in 2005 and 2010 to record
landfill mound utilization
• Current utilization estimated at 80% (waste)
• Significant capital cost ($1M)
• Environmental concerns – air quality, odour/dust

Scope: GWP – Landfill (Round Lake Site)
 Feasibility review for a capacity utilization at
the Round Lake Site:
• Approved available capacity of approximately
75,000 m3

 Target expansion residual waste volume = up
to 100,000 m3
 Key considerations:
•
•
•
•
•

August 14, 2010

Groundwater and surface water quality (monitored)
Natural heritage features
Land requirements (attenuation zone)
Operational scenarios
Economics
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Results: GWP – Landfill (Round Lake Site)
 Site Utilization:
• Preference for natural attenuation for environmental
and cost considerations
• No expansion of existing landfill limits considered –
existing capacity approved
• Hydrogeological assessment findings indicate:
- Up to 35,000 m3 may be feasible with current
attenuation lands (municipally-owned)
- Up to 75,000 m3 may be feasible with
attenuation zone extension (privately-owned)
• Natural heritage review notes sensitive natural
heritage values in the regional area of the Round
Lake site/Sherwood River
• Minimal/moderate relative additional cost for
utilization development

Results: GWP – Landfill (Round Lake Site)
 Site Utilization:

August 14, 2010
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Scope: GWP – Waste Export
 Feasibility review for exportation or transfer of
waste to an approved facility outside of the
municipality:
• Ottawa Valley Waste Recovery Centre (OVWRC),
Pembroke, Ontario
• LaFleche Environmental Inc., Moose Creek, Ontario

 Key considerations:
• Economics
• Service security/flexibility
• Optimized operational scenarios – minimized
handling, centralized transfer facility, compacted
and/or multiple loads

Scope: GWP – Waste Export
 Study Area:

August 14, 2010
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Results: GWP – Waste Export (OVWRC)
 Export to OVWRC (Pembroke, Ontario)
• Full-service facility and operation, only 125 km
round-trip
• Economic valuation completed (independent)
• Cost considerations (waste)
-

Partnership costs
Landfill-related infrastructure costs (regulatory)
Operating contributions
Royalty/compensation fees

• Partnership arrangement – sharing of
assets/liabilities
• Recycling cost reduction (free haulage/tipping)
• Operating security

Results: GWP – Waste Export (LaFleche)
 Export to LaFleche Environmental (Moose
Creek, Ontario)
•
•
•
•
•
•

August 14, 2010

Large, private, landfill operation (bio-reactor)
Extended distance, 460 km round-trip
Long-term agreements available
Haulage cost considerations (waste)
Need for recycling program service (independent)
Operating security
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Scope: GWP – Waste Incineration
 Feasibility review for incineration or thermal
treatment of waste in the municipality:
• Township facility (Township owned/operated)
• Township facility (Privately owned/operated)
• Export facility (Municipal/Privately owned/operated)

 Key considerations:
• Economics
• Operational constraints – sizing, feedstock, Energyfrom-waste
• Transportation (local and export)
• Siting vs. export

Results: GWP – Waste Incineration
 Municipal:
• Significant capital cost for construction and
operation (typically 2x landfill)
• Operational challenges – feedstock, EFW
• Technological dependability (small scale, unproven)
• Operating authority and responsibility
• Siting – location?

 Export:
• Transportation cost – Ottawa, Sault Ste. Marie
• No interest from existing facilities – minimal tonnage
• Long-term operating security – reliability

 General:
•
•
•
•

August 14, 2010

Undermines recycling efforts?
Environmental – air, water
Feedstock pretreatment
Residue disposal
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Scope: GWP – Economic Assessment
 Preliminary cost assessment of the various
waste alternatives and related options:
• Additional costs, increase (decrease) over status
quo
• Residual waste specific (garbage only)
• 20-year planning period, commencing in 2012

 Key considerations:
• Assumptions of alternative/option are suitable, with
negligible environmental concerns
• Capital costs for facility upgrades, operational
amendments
• Inflation, amortization of capital expenditures over
$100k
• Equipment replacements (rolling stock)
• Presentation of results in an easily understandable
format

Results: GWP – Economic Assessment

Waste Management Alternative and Option

Landfill
Killaloe Site Lateral / Vertical Expansion
Killaloe Site Reclamation
Round Lake Site Utilization

$ 50
$ 80
$ 70

Waste Export
Ottawa Valley Waste Recovery Centre (Township Haulage)
Ottawa Valley Waste Recovery Centre (Contracted Haulage)
LaFleche Environmental (Township Haulage)

$ 350
$ 330
$ 250

Waste Incineration

August 14, 2010

Estimated Additional
Cost Per $100k
Assessment

$ 40,000
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Results: GWP – Economic Assessment
 Landfill:
• Land acquisition and/or easement costs based on
current property assessment values of adjacent
properties
• Ministry of the Environmental approvals (EAA and
EPA)
• Site preparation and development
• Capital equipment – landfill compactor
• Additional environmental monitoring
• Equipment maintenance (operating)
 Key Findings:
• Landfilling options are somewhat capital intensive,
with minimal operating cost considerations
• Existing infrastructure
• Land need assessment to be confirmed

Results: GWP – Economic Assessment
 Export:
• Land acquisition and/or easement costs not
typically necessary
• Ministry of the Environmental approvals minimal –
EPA only
• Site preparation and development
• Considerable capital equipment – waste
compaction equipment, transfer vehicle (option)
• No additional environmental monitoring
• Equipment maintenance (operating)
 Key Findings:
• Partnership and related contributions considerable
at OVWRC
• Transportation costs significant
• Reasonably secure agreement basis, varying
flexibility based on partnership/independence

August 14, 2010
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Results: GWP – Economic Assessment
 Incineration:
• Ministry of the Environmental approvals complex –
new technology (EAA and EPA)
• Siting challenges, preparation and development
• $100M capital cost for construction, additional
operating
• Preference for EFW, electrical infrastructure
constraints, offset by electrical rates*
• Extensive environmental monitoring, air, water, land
 Key Findings:
• Unproven technology in Ontario
• Significant capital cost
• Feedstock dependability
• Large municipality/regional scale

Summary
The following has been presented:
– Reviewed MSWMSP objectives,
and scope of the GWP feasibility
studies
– The technical and economic
results of the feasibility studies of
the alternatives and related
options

August 14, 2010
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Next Steps
 Upload PCE#3 documents to webpage
 Summarize GWP studies into a DRAFT
documentation report – August 31, 2010
 Questionnaire circulation – August 31,
2010
 Review and summarize questionnaire
results – Fall 2010
 Council review of all components in
early 2011

Questions?

August 14, 2010
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Open House
 Refreshments

 Individual questions to myself, Council,
Township staff

 Thank you for attending, and have a
great summer!

August 14, 2010
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Public Consultation Event
For the Development of a

Municipal Solid Waste
Management Strategic Plan

Public Consultation Event #4
August 6, 2011

Tyler H. Peters, P.Eng.
Project Manager
Greenview Environmental Management Limited

Round Lake, Ontario

tel: (613) 332 – 0057
email: solutions@greenview-environmental.ca

Introductions
Welcome
Tyler Peters
Greenview Environmental Management
Mayor, Members of Council and Staff

August 14, 2010
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Event Format
Slide Presentation
Question & Answer Session
Open House
—
—
—
—

Individual Q&A
Discussion
Comment Forms
Questionnaire/Surveys

Presentation Outline
Brief review of background, purpose
and scope of MSWMSP
Present results of the Detailed Work
Plan (DWP) studies
Next Steps

August 14, 2010
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Background
Objective - to present an update on
results of more detailed feasibility
studies associated with the
development of the Township’s solid
waste management strategic plan
 Studies undertaken by the Township, as
a waste management working
group/sub-committee

Recall: Problem (Opportunity)

Limited residual waste disposal
capacity remaining at approved
landfilling site
Township requires a long-term
(20-year) solution for managing
solid waste generated in the
Township, that is economicallyfeasible and environmentallyresponsible

August 14, 2010
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Recall: General Work Plan (2010)

Alternatives / Options:
• Diversion – 3R’s, maximize diversion
to the most feasible extent
• Landfill – capacity expansion at
Killaloe site, and/or capacity
utilization at Round Lake site
• Export – transport waste to OVWRC
(Pembroke) and/or Lafleche
Environmental (Moose Creek)
• Incineration – consideration of a
private and/or public facility

General Work Plan Results (2010)
Screening of Alternatives / Options:
• Diversion – 3R’s, maximize diversion
to the most feasible extent
• Landfill – capacity expansion at
Killaloe site, and/or capacity
utilization at Round Lake site
• Export – transport waste to OVWRC
(Pembroke) and/or Lafleche
Environmental (Moose Creek)

August 14, 2010
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Detailed Work Plan (2011)
Alternatives / Options:
• Diversion – integral part of the plan
• Landfill – capacity expansion at
Killaloe site, and/or capacity
utilization at Round Lake site
• Export – focused operational
scenarios for waste export to
Lafleche Environmental

Detailed Work Plan (2011)
Diversion:
• 2010 diversion rate ~40%,
increasing trend
• Waste recycling strategy (Dec 2010)
• Diversion incentive review
(increased bag tag cost, clear bags,
bag limits, etc.)
• Multi-municipal approach for
recycling services
• CIF support for blue box program
enhancements (new bb’s, public
space recycling, P&E program)

August 14, 2010
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Detailed Work Plan (2011)
Waste Export:
• Detailed review of operational
scenarios from GWP (2010)
• Export to OVWRC or Lafleche Env.
• Service provision needs assessment
and cost review (site amendments/
upgrades/new infrastructure)
• Focused on bagged waste only
• Construction, demolition and bulky
waste to be managed separately

Detailed Work Plan (2011)
Waste Export (cont’d):
• Considers new/additional costs only,
no recycling cost considerations
• Infrastructure upgrades over five (5)
year period
• Killaloe site as centralized WTS Round Lake and Red Rock sites
status quo or no public service
• Contracted waste haulage
• MOE permitting and approvals

August 14, 2010
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GWP / DWP – Economic Assessment Review

Amendments to the economic models
reflect:
• Detailed operational scenario review
• Detailed/select infrastructure needs review
(equipment/resources)
• Waste tonnages – operational review
redefined quantities to be managed
• 1,200 tonnes (2010), all waste materials
• 250 tonnes (2008 – 2010 average), bagged waste
only

• Haulage/transportation services to be
contracted, no Township-owned rolling
stock
• Projected values for annual assessments

DWP Economic Assessment Results (2011)

Waste Management Alternative and Option

August 14, 2010

Estimated
Additional Cost Per
$100k Assessment
(2010)

Estimated
Additional Cost Per
$100k Assessment
(2011)

Landfill
Killaloe Site Lateral / Vertical Expansion
Killaloe Site Reclamation
Round Lake Site Utilization

$ 50
$ 80
$ 70

$ 17
N/C
$ 27

Waste Export
Ottawa Valley Waste Recovery Centre (Township Haulage)
Ottawa Valley Waste Recovery Centre (Contracted Haulage)
Lafleche Environmental (Township Haulage)
Lafleche Environmental (Contracted Haulage)

$ 350
$ 330
$ 250
N/C

N/C
$ 177
N/C
$ 32

Waste Export (Killaloe Site Operational Only)
Ottawa Valley Waste Recovery Centre (Contracted Haulage)
Lafleche Environmental (Contracted Haulage)

N/C
N/C

$ 166
$ 21
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DWP Results Summary
 Township is maximizing opportunities to
plan, develop and integrate diversion
programs (best practices)
 Assuming environmental impacts as
low/negligible for landfill/export
alternatives/options, minimal difference in
costs (export – Lafleche)

Next Steps
 PCE #4 - August 6, 2011
 Summarize and present PCE #4 results,
questionnaires/surveys, public input
 Council to review all aspects, and select
a Preferred Alternative (Option) by
October 2011
 MOE final consultations
 Implementation

August 14, 2010
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Questions?

August 14, 2010
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Public Information Centre
Preferred Solution
for the

Municipal Solid Waste
Management Strategic Plan

Public Meeting #5
November 27, 2011

Tyler H. Peters, P.Eng.
Project Manager
Greenview Environmental Management Limited

Round Lake, Ontario

tel: (613) 332 – 0057
email: solutions@greenview-environmental.ca

Introductions
Welcome
Tyler Peters, Project Manager
Greenview Environmental Management
Mayor, Members of Council and Staff

November 27, 2011

1

Meeting Format
Opening Remarks from Mayor
and Council
Brief Slide Presentation
Question & Answer Session

Presentation Outline
Project Background
Preferred Solution
Next Steps

November 27, 2011

2

Recall: Problem (Opportunity)

Limited residual waste disposal
capacity remaining at approved
landfilling site
Township requires a long-term
(20-year) solution for managing
solid waste generated in the
Township that is economicallyfeasible and environmentallyresponsible

Recall: Technical Studies (2010-2011)

Alternatives / Options:
• Diversion – 3R’s, maximize diversion
to the most feasible extent
• Landfill – capacity expansion at
Killaloe site, and/or capacity
utilization at Round Lake site
• Export – transport waste to OVWRC
(Pembroke) and/or Lafleche
Environmental (Moose Creek)
• Incineration – consideration of a
private and/or public facility

November 27, 2011
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Study Results (2010 - 2011)
Screening of Alternatives / Options:
• Diversion – 3R’s, maximize diversion
to the most feasible extent
• Landfill – capacity expansion at
Killaloe site, and/or capacity
utilization at Round Lake site
• Export – transport waste to OVWRC
(Pembroke) and/or Lafleche
Environmental (Moose Creek)

Study Results (2011)
Diversion:
• 2010 diversion rate ~40%,
increasing trend
• Waste recycling strategy (Dec 2010)
• Diversion incentive review
(increased bag tag cost, clear bags,
bag limits, etc.)
• Multi-municipal approach for
recycling services
• CIF support for blue box program
enhancements (new bb’s, public
space recycling, P&E program)

November 27, 2011
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Study Results (2011)
Landfill:
• Small capacity expansion at Killaloe
site was feasible
• Utilization of available capacity at
Round Lake site was feasible
• On-going environmental
considerations
• Utilize remaining capacity for
construction and demolition waste
• Cost evaluation comparable with
export alternative

Study Results (2011)
Waste Export:
• Detailed review of operational
scenarios from GWP (2010)
• Export to OVWRC or Lafleche Env.
• Service provision needs assessment
and cost review (site amendments/
upgrades/new infrastructure)
• Focused on bagged waste only
• Construction, demolition and bulky
waste to be managed separately

November 27, 2011
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Study Results (2011)
Waste Export (cont’d):
• Considers new/additional costs only,
no recycling cost considerations
• Infrastructure upgrades over five (5)
year period
• Killaloe site as centralized WTS Round Lake and Red Rock sites
status quo or no public service
• Contracted waste haulage
• MOE permitting and approvals

Study Results (2011)

Waste Management Alternative and Option

November 27, 2011

Estimated
Additional Cost Per
$100k Assessment
(2010)

Estimated
Additional Cost Per
$100k Assessment
(2011)

Landfill
Killaloe Site Lateral / Vertical Expansion
Killaloe Site Reclamation
Round Lake Site Utilization

$ 50
$ 80
$ 70

$ 17
N/C
$ 27

Waste Export
Ottawa Valley Waste Recovery Centre (Township Haulage)
Ottawa Valley Waste Recovery Centre (Contracted Haulage)
Lafleche Environmental (Township Haulage)
Lafleche Environmental (Contracted Haulage)

$ 350
$ 330
$ 250
N/C

N/C
$ 177
N/C
$ 32

Waste Export (Killaloe Site Operational Only)
Ottawa Valley Waste Recovery Centre (Contracted Haulage)
Lafleche Environmental (Contracted Haulage)

N/C
N/C

$ 166
$ 21
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MSWMSP Preferred Solution
Diversion:
• Maximizing opportunities to plan, develop
and integrate diversion programs (best
practices)
• Review potential benefit of further
diversion incentives
• Working towards long-range service
security, including with other
municipalities.
• Focus on blue box capture rate
improvements
• Continue to provide an organic waste
alternative program

MSWMSP Preferred Solution

Residual Waste:
• Export bagged waste outside of
Township to an approved facility (i.e.
Lafleche Environmental)
• Improve user facilities at Killaloe and
Round Lake sites; reduced public
service at Red Rock
• Utilize remaining landfill capacity
within the Township for construction,
demolition and bulky waste

November 27, 2011
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MSWMSP Next Steps
 Review feedback from today’s meeting
 MOE Consultation & Review
 Development implementation plan
 Engineering and design
 Permitting and approvals (MOE)
 Implementation (Spring/Summer 2012)

Questions?

November 27, 2011
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QUESTIONNAIRE SUMMARY
INITIAL PUBLIC CONSULTATION
MUNICIPAL SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT STRATEGIC PLAN
TOWNSHIP OF KILLALOE, HAGARTY AND RICHARDS
The Township of Killaloe, Hagarty and Richards appreciates your input and comments concerning the
development of a Municipal Solid Waste Management Strategic Plan, which is currently being initiated
with the objective of developing a long-term solid waste management solution for the Township.
In order to collect input from interested parties, the Township has prepared this questionnaire. Please
complete and submit your completed questionnaire to the Township office on or before September 11,
2009. The Township thanks you for your interest in this important project.

The total number of respondents that submitted forms was recorded as 428; some respondents
provided multiple answers to some questions. Therefore, the margin of error is estimated at
approximately +/- 5%.
General Information
1.

Are you a resident/ratepayer in the Township of Killaloe, Hagarty and Richards:
[ 65% ] Permanently

[ 36% ] Seasonally

[ 4% ] Other: • Bush/vacant lot.
2.

How many people reside in your household? 2.6

3.

Where/how do you manage the solid waste you generate?
[ 75% ] Killaloe site (Mask Road)
[ 25%] Red Rock site (Beechnut Lake Road)
[ 32% ] Round Lake site (Sunrise Road)
[ 13% ] Curbside (Village of Killaloe)
[ 33% ] Municipal Hazardous Waste Event Days
[ 50% ] Backyard Composting
[ 24% ] Backyard Burning
[ 12% ] Other: • Take to home municipality (seasonal resident).
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Waste Diversion
4.

Do you participate in the Township’s blue-box recycling program?
[ 81% ] Yes

5.

Do you participate in the Township’s organic waste diversion program at the Killaloe depot site?
[ 14% ] Yes

6.

[ 22% ] No

[ 89% ] No

Does your household/business have curbside collection?
[ 17% ] Yes

[ 85% ] No

If No, would you recycle more if curbside collection existed in your area, as opposed to using the
recycling depot facilities at the Township’s waste sites?
[ 24% ] Yes
7.

Would you be willing to pay for an enhanced recycling program (i.e. additional materials accepted,
expanded curbside collection), if the program were available to the Township?
[ 31% ] Yes

8.

[ 47% ] No

Do you presently ‘backyard compost’ organic waste and yard waste?
[ 75% ] Yes

10.

[ 68% ] No

In order to encourage recycling, would you be in favour of a bag limit for garbage?
[ 57% ] Yes

9.

[ 59% ] No

[ 28% ] No

Do you believe more could be done to improve diversion of waste from landfilling?
[ 66% ] Yes

[ 25% ] No

If yes, what would you suggest?
• Education.
• Incentives (depot stations).
• Township-wide organics pick-up.
• Curbside re-use days.
• Free recycling containers.
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Long-Term Waste Management Alternatives
11.

After all feasible quantities of waste are diverted, what is your preference for managing solid waste
generated within the Township?
[ 11% ] Landfill – new site development
[ 47% ] Landfill – existing site utilization/expansion
[ 13% ] Export outside of the Township
[ 40% ] Incineration technology
[ 1% ] Do nothing
[ 4% ] Other:

• Require more information.
• Waste recovery [centre?/reclamation?].
• Cheapest [alternative].

12.

What type of environment potentially impacted by the proposed Alternatives do you feel is most
sensitive? (Please choose 1 of the following)
[ 75% ] Surface and Groundwater (water quality and flow, drinking water resources, etc.)
[ 4% ] Land (uses, zoning, etc.)
[ 6% ] Natural Environment (protected natural areas, wildlife habitat, etc.)
[ 3% ] Socio-economic Environment (economics, business impact, taxation, etc.)
[ 3% ] Air and Noise (air quality, noise, etc.)
[ 1% ] Heritage and Culture (heritage features, archaeological values, aboriginal interests, etc.)
[ 1% ] Other :

• Don’t know.
• All of the above.

Summary
13.

Are the facilities and services provided by the Township sufficient for managing your solid waste needs
in your area of the Township?
[ 83% ] Yes

[ 13% ] No

Please provide any additional comments:
• Longer weekend hours for cottagers.
• More MHSW days.
• Recycle bins for Corrugated Cardboard (R-OCC) at Red Rock and Round Lake WDS.
• Curbside pick-up for entire Township.
14.

Are you satisfied with the current level of waste management services offered overall in the Township?
[ 68% ] Yes

[ 17% ] No

If No, what in your opinion could be done to improve the level of service offered?
• Free recycling containers.
• Curbside re-use days.
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• More recycling drop-off depots (road side).
• Curbside pick-up for entire Township.
15.

Please provide any further comments you feel are important for consideration in the development of a
Municipal Solid Waste Management Strategic Plan for the Township.
• Join forces with neighbouring municipality, or County to have central WM site.
• Engage & educate the public regularly Re: WM status, costs, where recyclables go,
etc.
• Educate on importance of composting – including organics.
• Lobby government for less packaging.
• More MHSW days.
• Longer site hours.
• Provide recycle containers to residents for free - especially seasonal residents recycle more.
• Establish recycling cash back depots to encourage more recycling.
• Accept all materials at all sites.
• Include building materials as recyclable materials.
• Curbside re-use days - Waste days at curb where others can collect from your pile.

Please provide your contact information (optional):
Name: __________________________________________________________________________________
Organization: _____________________________________________________________________________
Civic Address: _____________________________________________________________________________
Town: __________________________ Province: _____________________ Postal Code: ________________
Phone: ______________________________________________________________________________
Email: ___________________________________________________________________________________
Please place completed form in the drop-off box provided at the meeting, or you may return it to the Township
prior to August 21, 2009:
Township of Killaloe, Hagarty and Richards
1 John Street, PO Box 39
Killaloe, Ontario K0J 2A0
Attention: Ms. Lorna Hudder, CMO,
CAO/Clerk-Treasurer
Tel:
(613) 757-2300
Fax: (613) 757-3634
Email: khr@on.aibn.com

The Township thanks you for participation in the development of the
Municipal Solid Waste Management Strategic Plan.
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QUESTIONNAIRE SUMMARY
PUBLIC CONSULTATION EVENT #4
MUNICIPAL SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT STRATEGIC PLAN
TOWNSHIP OF KILLALOE, HAGARTY AND RICHARDS
ST. CASIMIR’S CHURCH, ROUND LAKE CENTRE, ONTARIO

August 6, 2011 – 9:00 AM to Noon

The Township of Killaloe, Hagarty and Richards is developing a Municipal Solid Waste Management
Strategic Plan, with the objective of defining a long-term solid waste management solution for the
Township for a 20-year period.
Further to studies and meetings undertaken in 2009 and 2010, the Township is requesting input and
comments from residents/ratepayers regarding the finalization of the development of the Municipal Solid
Waste Management Strategic Plan.
To facilitate the collection of information from interested parties, the Township has prepared this
questionnaire. Please fill-out and submit your completed questionnaire to the Township office by
August 31, 2011. The Township appreciates your contribution to this important project.

The total number of respondents that submitted forms was recorded as 580. Percentages are based on
the number of respondents per question, due to some respondents not answering some questions.
Some respondents provided multiple answers to some questions. Therefore, the margin of error is
estimated at approximately +/- 10 %.
General Information
1.

Are you a resident / ratepayer in the Township of Killaloe, Hagarty and Richards:
[ 61% ] Permanently

[ 35% ] Seasonally

2.

How many people live in your household?

3.

Where / how do you manage your waste and recycling?
[ 68% ] Killaloe site

2.3

[ 25% ] Red Rock site

[ 10% ] Curb-side (Village of Killaloe)
[ 30% ] Backyard Composting
[ 10% ] Other:

4.

[ 4% ] Other

[ 24% ] Round Lake site
[ 27% ] Hazardous Waste Event Days

[ 14% ] Backyard Burning

• Take to home municipality (seasonal resident).

Overall, are the facilities and services provided by the Township sufficient for managing your waste
disposal needs?
[ 87% ] Yes

[ 13% ] No
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Waste Diversion
5.

Do you participate in blue-box recycling?
[ 87% ] Yes

6.

[ 11% ] No

Does your household/business have curb-side collection?
[ 14% ] Yes

[ 86% ] No

If no, would you recycle more if curb-side collection existed in your residential area, as opposed to
using the recycling depot facilities at the Township’s waste sites?
[ 22% ] Yes

7.

Do you participate in the Township’s organic waste diversion program at the Killaloe or Round Lake
sites?
[ 14% ] Yes

8.

[ 81% ] No

In order to encourage recycling, would you be in favour of incentives such as a mandatory clear bag
policy and/or bag limits and/or increased bag tag cost?
[ 30% ] Yes

11.

[ 41% ] No

Would you be willing to pay for an enhanced recycling system (i.e. additional materials accepted,
expanded curb-side collection)?
[ 19% ] Yes

10.

[ 86% ] No

Do you presently ‘backyard compost’ organic waste and yard waste at your residence?
[ 59% ] Yes

9.

[ 78% ] No

[ 70% ] No

Do you believe more could be done to improve diversion of waste from disposal?
[ 50% ] Yes

[ 50% ] No

If yes, what are your suggestions?
• Education.
• Simplify recycling program/system.
• Township-wide curb-side collection.
• Clear bags.
• More pressure on industry (packaging).
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Long-Term Waste Management Alternatives
12.

Based on the summary cost table of alternatives below, what is your preference for managing domestic
waste (excluding construction and demolition waste) generated within the Township? Please select
one of the following:

√

13.

Alternative

Option

Average Cost per $100,000 of
Assessment

58%

Landfill

Killaloe waste disposal site expansion

$ 17

7%

Landfill

Round Lake waste disposal site utilization

$ 27

5%

Export

Laflèche Environmental (Moose Creek, ON)

$ 32

13%

Export

Laflèche Environmental (Moose Creek, ON;
No transfer stations at the Round Lake and
Red Rock sites)

$ 21

2%

Export

Ottawa Valley Waste Recovery Centre
(OVWRC; Pembroke, ON)

$ 177

If your preference is for waste export outside of the Township, would you be in favour of a single, userfriendly waste and recycling depot and transfer station located at the Township’s Killaloe site on Mask
Road? This scenario would include the closure of waste transfer stations at the Round Lake and Red
Rock sites, and would save the Township an estimated $125,000 in capital costs and $25,000 annually
in operating costs, on average a savings of $7,500 annually.
[ 61% ] Yes

[ 39% ] No

Summary
14.

Are you satisfied with the efforts which the Township is undertaking in developing a waste management
strategic plan?
[ 88% ] Yes

[ 12% ] No

If no, what in your opinion could be done to improve the level of service offered?
• Longer weekend hours for cottagers.
• More MHSW days.
• Curbside pick-up for entire Township.
• Improved training for Township employees.
15.

Please provide any comments you feel are important on any part of a Municipal Solid Waste
Management Strategic Plan in the space provided below.
• Allocation based on household rather than assessment.
• Taxes are too high.
• Engage & educate the public regularly Re: update website regularly, costs, where
recyclables go, etc.
• More MHSW days.
• Incentives rather than fees.
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Please provide your contact information (optional):
Name: __________________________________________________________________________________
Organization: _____________________________________________________________________________
Civic Address: _____________________________________________________________________________
Town: __________________________ Province: _____________________ Postal Code: ________________
Phone: _________________________________________ Fax: _____________________________________
Email: ___________________________________________________________________________________

Please direct any inquiries regarding this questionnaire to:
Councillor Ernie Cybulski
Waste Management Committee Chair
Telephone:
(613) 757 – 3135
Municipal Office:
(613) 757 – 2300
Email:
ernie.cybulski@gmail.com
Mayor Janice Visneskie
Telephone:
(613) 625-1343: Cell – (613) 401-4156
Municipal Office:
(613) 757 – 2300
Email:
moorevisneskie@hotmail.com

Please place completed form in the drop-off box provided at the meeting, or you may return prior to
August 31, 2011 to:
Township of Killaloe, Hagarty and Richards
1 John Street, PO Box 39
Killaloe, Ontario K0J 2A0
Attention: Ms. Lorna Hudder, CMO, CAO/Clerk-Treasurer
Tel: (613) 757-2300
Fax: (613) 757-3634
Email: lhudder@khrtownship.ca
Form Available on-line at : killaloe-hagarty-richards.ca

A Message from
Mayor Janice Visneskie and Waste Management Chair Councillor Ernie Cybulski
Thank you for participating in the Municipal Solid Waste Management Strategic Plan
Survey. Your comments and suggestions are very important and we thank you for
taking the time to fill out this survey. Thank you to Council, the PLC and the Waste
Management Committee for your cooperation and assistance, and thank you to the
public for your interest, participation and input.
Note: Under the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act and the Environmental Assessment Act, unless otherwise stated in
the submission, any personal information such as name, address, telephone number and property location included in a submission could
become part of the public record files for this project and can be released, if requested, to any person.
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Item 2 – Notice of Public Consultation Event #2 (October 19, 2009).
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Item 3 – Municipal Solid Waste Management Strategic Plan Update #1 (June 8, 2010).
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Item 4 – Organics Pilot Project (July 5, 2010).
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Item 5 – Municipal Solid Waste Management Strategic Plan Project Update #2 (July 15, 2010).
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Item 6 – Notice of Public Consultation Event #3 (July 29, 2010).
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Item 7 – Mayor Janice Visneskie speaking at the Public Consultation Event (August 14, 2010).

Item 8 – Hal Walker, Waste Management Committee speaking at the Public Consultation Event
(August 14, 2010).
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Item 9 – The late councillor Ernie Cybulski speaking at the Public Consultation Event (August 14, 2010).
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Item 10 – Newspaper article, Barry’s Bay This Week (July 14, 2010).
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Item 11 – Newspaper article re: development of long-term Waste Management Strategic Plan, Eganville
Leader (July 21, 2010).
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Item 12a – Newspaper article re: waste management options, Barry’s Bay This Week (July 21, 2010).
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Item 12b – [Continued from 12a] - waste management options, Barry’s Bay This Week (July 21, 2010).
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Item 13 – Newspaper article re: Notice of Public Consultation Event #4, Barry’s Bay This Week
(August 3, 2011).

Item 14 – Newspaper article re: Notice of Public Consultation Event #4, Eganville Leader
(August 3, 2011).
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Item 15 – Notice of Public Consultation Event #4 (August 4, 2011).
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Item 16 – Newspaper article re: municipal waste export, Eganville Leader (August 10, 2011).
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Item 17 – Newspaper article re: committee recommendation of waste export, Barry’s Bay This Week
(August 10, 2011).
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Item 18 – Newspaper article re: Notice of Public Consultation Event #5, Eganville Leader
(November 16, 2011).

Item 19 – Newspaper article re: Notice of Public Consultation Event #5, Eganville Leader
(November 23, 2011).
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Item 20 – Newspaper article re: preferred alternative to export waste to Lafleche Environmental Inc.,
Barry’s Bay This Week (November 30, 2011).
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Item 21a – Newspaper article re: preferred alternative to the long-term Waste Management Strategic
Plan, Eganville Leader (November 30, 2011).
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Item 21b – [Continued from 21a] - Newspaper article re: preferred alternative to the long-term Waste
Management Strategic Plan, Eganville Leader (November 30, 2011).
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Item 22 – Newspaper article re: new rates set for garbage bag tags, Barry’s Bay This Week,
(February 15, 2012).
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Item 23 – Municipal Solid Waste Management Strategic Plan Project Update – Summer 2012
(July 11, 2012).
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Item 24a – Municipal Solid Waste Management Strategic Plan Project Update – Fall 2012,
(November 29, 2012).
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Item 24b – [Continued from 24a] - Municipal Solid Waste Management Strategic Plan Project Update –
Fall 2012 (November 29, 2012).
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Item 25 – Newspaper advertisement re: Township Request for Quotations – Municipal Solid Waste
Strategic Plan (2012).
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Item 26 – Official publication re: 2013 Waste Management Updates (2013).
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Item 27 – Tyler Peters and Brian King, President of Lafleche Environmental at the grand opening of the
new Killaloe Waste Disposal Site transfer operations (August 21, 2013).

Item 28 – Tyler Peters and Minister Jim Bradley at the grand opening of the new Killaloe Waste Disposal
Site transfer operations (August 21, 2013).
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Item 29 – Tyler Peters. Minister Jim Bradley and Mayor Janice Visneskie at the grand opening of the new
Killaloe Waste Disposal Site transfer operations (August 21, 2013).

Item 30 – Sharon Cybulski, Mayor Janice Visneskie, Tyler Peters and Minister Jim Bradley at the grand
opening of the new Killaloe Waste Disposal Site transfer operations (August 21, 2013).
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Item 31a – Newspaper article re: KHR welcomes Minister Bradley to Waste Site opening, Eganville
Leader, (August 28, 2013).
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Item 31b – [Continued from 31a] - Newspaper article re: KHR welcomes Minister Bradley to Waste Site
opening, Eganville Leader, (August 28, 2013).
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Item 31c – [Continued from 31a] - Newspaper article re: former councillor remembered for dedication to
waste program, Eganville Leader, (August 28, 2013).

Item 32a – Newspaper article re: the late Ernie Cybulski, The Valley Gazette, (August 28, 2013).
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Item 32b – [Continued from 32a] - Newspaper article re: the late Ernie Cybulski, The Valley Gazette,
(August 28, 2013).
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Item 32c – [Continued from 32b] - Newspaper article re: the late Ernie Cybulski, The Valley Gazette,
(August 28, 2013).
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GREENVIEW ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT LIMITED - STATEMENT OF SERVICE CONDITIONS AND LIMITATIONS
Provision of Services and Payment
Upon documented acceptance of Greenview’s proposed services,
costs and associated terms by the client, Greenview may
commence work on the proposed services directly.
Upon
retention of Greenview’s services related to this project, the client
agrees to remit payment for the services rendered for the specified
period within (30) days of receipt as invoiced by Greenview on a
typical monthly basis, unless otherwise arranged between the
client and Greenview. In the event of non-payment by the client,
Greenview reserves the right, without external influence or
expense, to discontinue services and retain any documentation,
data, reports, or other project information until such time as
payment is received by Greenview.
Warranty, Limitations, and Reliance
Greenview relies on background and historical information from
the client to determine the appropriate scope of services to meet
the client’s objectives, in accordance with applicable legislation,
guidelines, industry practices, and accepted methodologies.
Greenview provides its services under the specific terms and
conditions of a specific proposal (and where necessary formal
contract), in accordance with the above requirements and the
Limitations Act 2002, only.
The hypotheses, results, conclusions, and recommendations
presented in documentation authored by Greenview are founded
on the information provided by the client to Greenview in
preparation for the work. Facts, conditions, and circumstances
discovered by Greenview during the performance of the work
requested by the client are assumed by Greenview to be part of
preparatory information provided by the client as part of the
proposal stage of the project. Greenview assumes that, until
notified or discovered otherwise, that the information provided by,
or obtained by Greenview from, the client is factual, accurate, and
represents a true depiction of the circumstances that exist related
to the time of the work.
Greenview relies on its clients to inform Greenview if there are
changes to any related information to the work. Greenview does
not review, analyze or attempt to verify the accuracy or
completeness of the information or materials provided, or
circumstances encountered, other than in accordance with
applicable accepted industry practice. Greenview will not be
responsible for matters arising from incomplete, incorrect or
misleading information or from facts or circumstances that are not
fully disclosed to or that are concealed from Greenview during the
period that services, work, or documentation preparation was
performed by Greenview.
Facts, conditions, information and circumstances may vary with
time and locations and Greenview’s work is based on a review of
such matters as they existed at the particular time and location
indicated in its documentation. No assurance is made by
Greenview that the facts, conditions, information, circumstances or
any underlying assumptions made by Greenview in connection
with the work performed will not change after the work is
completed and documentation is submitted. If any such changes
occur or additional information is obtained, Greenview should be
advised and requested to consider if the changes or additional
information affect its findings or results.
When preparing documentation, Greenview considers applicable
legislation, regulations, governmental guidelines and policies to
the extent they are within its knowledge, but Greenview is not
qualified to advise with respect to legal matters. The presentation
of information regarding applicable legislation, regulations,

governmental guidelines, and policies is for information only and is
not intended to and should not be interpreted as constituting a
legal opinion concerning the work completed or conditions outlined
in a report. All legal matters should be reviewed and considered
by an appropriately qualified legal practitioner.
Greenview’s services, work and reports are provided solely for the
exclusive use of the client which has retained the services of
Greenview and to which its reports are addressed. Greenview is
not responsible for the use of its services, work or reports by any
other party, or for the reliance on, or for any decision which is
made by any party using the services or work performed by or a
report prepared by Greenview without Greenview’s express written
consent. Any party that uses, relies on, or makes a decision
based on services or work performed by Greenview or a report
prepared by Greenview without Greenview’s express written
consent, does so at its own risk. Except as set out herein,
Greenview specifically disclaims any liability or responsibility to
any third party for any loss, damage, expense, fine, penalty or
other such thing which may arise or result from the use of, reliance
on or decision based on any information, recommendation or other
matter arising from the services, work or reports provided by
Greenview.
Site Assessments
A site assessment is created using data and information collected
during the investigation of a site and based on conditions
encountered at the time and particular locations at which fieldwork
is conducted. The information, sample results and data collected
represent the conditions only at the specific times at which and at
those specific locations from which the information, samples and
data were obtained and the information, sample results and data
may vary at other locations and times. To the extent that
Greenview’s work or report considers any locations or times other
than those from which information, sample results and data were
specifically received, the work or report is based on a reasonable
extrapolation from such information, sample results and data but
the actual conditions encountered may vary from those based on
extrapolations.
Only conditions, and substances, at the site and locations chosen
for study by the client are evaluated; no adjacent or other
properties are evaluated unless specifically requested by the
client. Any physical or other aspects of the site that were not
chosen for study by the client, or any other matter not specifically
addressed in a report prepared by Greenview, are beyond the
scope of the work performed by Greenview and such matters have
not been investigated or addressed.
Confidentiality
Greenview provides proposals, reports, assessments, designs,
and any other work for the sole party identified as the client or
potential client in the case of proposals.
For proposals specifically, the information contained therein is
confidential, proprietary information, and shall not be reproduced
or disclosed to any other party than to that of the addressee of the
original proposal submission, without prior written permission of
Greenview.

